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T–e ΟΝΟal ΚΜact—ce —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn Plant-Name SΟΜΠeΤ (ASPNS) ΡΙΜd-ΝtΟd—eΝ —Ν tΙ analΤΝe
Κlant-nameΝ —nd—Π—dΟallΤ, ΚΜed—cat—n‒ t–e ΝeaΜc– fΙΜ neΡ —nfΙΜmat—Ιn abΙΟt t–em Ιn t–—Ν
Ν–aΜΚ fΙcΟΝ, alt–ΙΟ‒– nΙt —‒nΙΜ—n‒ tΜanΝlat—Ιn eΠ—dence (fΙΜ eΣamΚle, B—‒‒am 2003). ManΤ
Κlant-nameΝ ΝΟΜΠ—Πe —n ‒lΙΝΝeΝ (ΙΜ ΝΙmet—meΝ tΜanΝlat—ΙnΝ) Ρ–—c– aΝΝΙc—ate t–em Ρ—t– Ιt–eΜ
ΡΙΜdΝ, bΙt– Lat—n and Old En‒l—Ν– ΝΙ t–at, alt–ΙΟ‒– An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ‒lΙΝΝaΜ—eΝ, Ρ—t– t–e—Μ
cΙmΚleΣ –—ΝtΙΜ—eΝ Ιf eΣceΜΚt—n‒, cΙmΚ—lat—Ιn, aΟ‒mentat—Ιn and ΜedΟct—Ιn, ΚΜeΝent Νc–ΙlaΜΝ
Ρ—t– fΙΜm—dable c–allen‒eΝ, t–eΤ alΝΙ encΙΟΜa‒e ΟΝ tΙ Ρ—den t–e ΝcΙΚe Ιf ΙΟΜ ΜeΝeaΜc– tΙ
—nclΟde ‒ΜΙΟΚΝ Ιf Νemant—callΤ ΙΠeΜlaΚΚ—n‒ nameΝ.
T–e ΚΜeΝent aΜt—cle, alΙn‒ Ρ—t– —tΝ cΙmΚan—Ιn ΝtΟdΤ (Hall, —n t–—Ν ΠΙlΟme, cΙΠeΜ—n‒
t–e lateΜ An‒lΙ-Lat—n tΜad—t—ΙnΝ, Ρ–—c– aΜe ‒eneΜallΤ ΛΟ—te d—Νt—nct fΜΙm t–e eaΜlΤ mateΜ—al
cΙnΝ—deΜed –eΜe) —Ν, —n t–e 紵ΜΝt —nΝtance, a met–ΙdΙlΙ‒—cal eΣΚeΜ—ment aΜ—Ν—n‒ fΜΙm t–e
b—l—n‒Οal c–aΜacteΜ Ιf An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn l—teΜacΤ. BΟ—ld—n‒ Ιn aΚΚΜΙac–eΝ I deΠelΙΚed fΙΜ ΝtΟdΤ—n‒
ΡΙΜdΝ fΙΜ ΝΟΚeΜnatΟΜal be—n‒Ν —n Old En‒l—Ν– (Hall 2007a: 85翌7; cΙmΚaΜe Hall 2011: 9),
—t takeΝ t–e Lat—n ΡΙΜd elleborus (Ρ—t– ΠaΜ—antΝ l—ke helleborus and elleborum) aΝ a –Οb fΙΜ
—nΠeΝt—‒at—n‒ a Μan‒e Ιf Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜdΝ Ρ–—c– ΚΙtent—allΤ ΙΠeΜlaΚ —n mean—n‒. It ΚΜΙΠ—deΝ
neΡ —nΝ—‒–tΝ —ntΙ t–e Νemant—cΝ Ιf elleborus —n eaΜlΤ med—eΠal An‒lΙ-Lat—n, and alΝΙ —ntΙ
t–e ΠaΜ—ΙΟΝ Old En‒l—Ν– eΛΟ—ΠalentΝ addΟced fΙΜ elleborus bΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ. T–—Ν met–Ιd
fac—l—tateΝ a ΝΙΚ–—Νt—cated aΚΚΜΙac– tΙ deteΜm—n—n‒ t–e mean—n‒Ν Ιf Old En‒l—Ν– Κlant-nameΝ.
MΙΜeΙΠeΜ, —t ΝΟ‒‒eΝtΝ Ιne ΡaΤ Ιf ΜecΙnΝtΜΟct—n‒ Old En‒l—Ν– Νemant—c 紵eldΝ Ιn a Μ—‒ΙΜΙΟΝ baΝ—Ν
Ιf ΚΜ—maΜΤ eΠ—dence, aΝ an alteΜnat—Πe tΙ t–e met–ΙdΙlΙ‒Τ Ιf t–e Thesaurus of Old English
(TOE; cΙmΚaΜe alΝΙ t–e Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary), Ρ–—c– —Ν
ΚΜed—cated Ιn ΟΝ—n‒ mΙdeΜn d—ct—ΙnaΜΤ de紵n—t—ΙnΝ tΙ 紵t ΡΙΜdΝ —ntΙ a ΝtΜΟctΟΜe —nΝΚ—Μed bΤ
RΙ‒et来Ν Thesaurus, ΚΙtent—allΤ d—ΝtΙΜt—n‒ Old En‒l—Ν– Νemant—c ΝtΜΟctΟΜeΝ —n ΝΙ dΙ—n‒ (Νee
Hall 2007a: 9翌11). T–e mateΜ—al ΝtΟd—ed –eΜe ΜelateΝ —n t–e 紵ΜΝt —nΝtance tΙ t–e eaΜl—eΝt An‒lΙ-
SaΣΙn Νc–ΙlaΜΝ–—Κ aΜ—Ν—n‒ fΜΙm t–e mΙnaΝt—c Νc–ΙΙl at CanteΜbΟΜΤ: Old En‒l—Ν– ‒lΙΝΝeΝ, and
Ald–elm来Ν Enigmata (裸R—ddleΝ来). In t–—Ν tΜad—t—Ιn, elleborus ΝeemΝ tΙ –aΠe been —nteΜΚΜeted
aΝ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade (Solanum dulcamara L., alΝΙ knΙΡn aΝ 裸b—tteΜΝΡeet来) 翼 ΚeΜ–aΚΝ, aΝ I
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Ρ—ll aΜ‒Οe belΙΡ, t–ΜΙΟ‒– t–e m—Ν—nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn Ιf D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν De materia medica. TΙ t–—Ν
—nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn belΙn‒ t–e Old En‒l—Ν– Κlant-name ‒lΙΝΝeΝ wedeberge and þung (and ΚeΜ–aΚΝ
ceasterfflsc).
It —Ν alΝΙ ΚΙΝΝ—ble tΙ elabΙΜate Ιn t–e eΠ—dence Ιf ‒lΙΝΝeΝ bΤ addΟc—n‒ a ΡΙΜd Ρ–—c– dΙeΝ
nΙt ‒lΙΝΝ elleborus, bΟt Ρ–—c– dΙeΝ Νeem Ιn Ιt–eΜ ‒ΜΙΟndΝ tΙ denΙte ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, namelΤ
ffllfþone. T–—Ν —Ν a ΝteΚ Ρ–—c– —Ν nΙt —n–eΜent —n t–e met–ΙdΙlΙ‒Τ Ιf tak—n‒ a Lat—n –Οb and
aΝΝeΝΝ—n‒ all Ιf —tΝ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ and tΜanΝlat—ΙnΝ 翼 and t–e ΚΜeΝent aΜt—cle maΤ –aΠe ΚaΝΝed ΙΠeΜ
Ιt–eΜ Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜdΝ fΙΜ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade Ρ–—c– –aΠe Τet tΙ be —dent—紵ed 翼 bΟt —t —Ν a
natΟΜal eΣtenΝ—Ιn Ιf t–e met–Ιd Ιf eΣΚlΙΜ—n‒ all t–e ΚΙΝΝ—ble ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ ΝΤnΙnΤmΝ fΙΜ a Lat—n
ΡΙΜd. (It ΡaΝ, —ndeed, a bΜ—efeΜ ΝtΟdΤ Ιf ffllfþone (Hall 2007a: 155) Ρ–—c– made aΚΚaΜent t–e
need fΙΜ t–—Ν aΜt—cle.) Taken tΙ‒et–eΜ, t–e ΝΤnΙnΤmΝ Ιf elleborus a紿ΙΜd a Μ—c– Νet Ιf —nΝ—‒–tΝ
—ntΙ leaΜned An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ΜeΝΚΙnΝeΝ tΙ Med—teΜΜanean teΣtΝ; tΜad—t—Ιnal med—c—ne and bel—efΝ;
and eΠen, ΚeΜ–aΚΝ, —ntΙ t–e del—beΜate ΟΝe Ιf ΚlantΝ tΙ —ndΟce alteΜed ΝtateΝ Ιf m—nd.
T–e aΚΚΜΙac– ΚΜeΝented –eΜe —Ν nΙt Ρ—t–ΙΟt c–allen‒eΝ. It —Ν nΙt alΡaΤΝ cΜΤΝtal cleaΜ Ρ–at
ΡΙΜdΝ aΜe tΙ be cΙΟnted aΝ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ ΙΜ tΜanΝlat—ΙnΝ Ιf elleborus, aΝ mΤ bΜ—ef d—ΝcΟΝΝ—Ιn belΙΡ Ιf
wffllwyrt emΚ–aΝ—ΝeΝ (—n Sect—Ιn 4). NΙΜ —Ν t–e met–Ιd ΚΜact—cal (at leaΝt —n an aΜt—cle-len‒t–
analΤΝ—Ν) fΙΜ ΠeΜΤ Ρell atteΝted Κlant-nameΝ (ΝΟc– aΝ þung, d—ΝcΟΝΝed —n Sect—Ιn 3 belΙΡ),
t–ΙΟ‒– —t m—‒–t be ΟΝed aΝ Ιne mΙdel fΙΜ a ΝecΙnd Νta‒e —n ASPNS ΝtΟd—eΝ, Ρ–eΜebΤ t–e
cΙmΚlet—Ιn Ιf —nd—Π—dΟal ΡΙΜd-ΝtΟd—eΝ can be fΙllΙΡed bΤ a mΙΜe eΣtenΝ—Πe aΝΝeΝΝment Ιf
Νemant—c —nteΜΜelat—ΙnΝ. L—keΡ—Νe, fΙΜ ΜeaΝΙnΝ Ιf ΝΚace, I –aΠe ma—nta—ned ASPNS来Ν tΜad—t—Ιnal
c–ΜΙnΙlΙ‒—cal cΟtΙ紿 ΚΙ—nt fa—ΜlΤ 紵ΜmlΤ, alt–ΙΟ‒– cΙnt—nΟal ΜefeΜence —Ν neΠeΜt–eleΝΝ made –eΜe
tΙ ΜeleΠant M—ddle En‒l—Ν– eΠ—dence (eΝΚec—allΤ —n Sect—Ιn 5). And alt–ΙΟ‒– t–—Ν ΝtΟdΤ fΙcΟΝeΝ
Ιn An‒lΙ-Lat—n eΠ—dence, I –aΠe nΙt ‒Ιne ΝΙ faΜ aΝ tΙ cΙnΝ—deΜ all t–e Lat—n-Lat—n ΙΜ GΜeek-
Lat—n ‒lΙΝΝeΝ knΙΡn —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn En‒land Ρ–—c– ment—Ιn elleborus. T–—Ν eΠ—dence –aΝ
been ne‒lected bΤ ed—tΙΜΝ, cΙΜΚΟΝ-bΟ—ldeΜΝ, and analΤΝtΝ (eΠen mΙΜe t–an ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ,
Ρ–—c– –aΠe t–emΝelΠeΝ faΜed ΡΙΜΝe t–an mΙΝt ‒enΜeΝ Ιf Old En‒l—Ν–), mean—n‒ t–at tΙ dΙ —t
jΟΝt—ce –eΜe ΡΙΟld –aΠe ΜeΛΟ—Μed e紿ΙΜtΝ d—ΝΚΜΙΚΙΜt—Ιnate tΙ —tΝ ΟΝefΟlneΝΝ —n elΟc—dat—n‒ t–e
Old En‒l—Ν– Νemant—cΝ. BΟt —tΝ Ιm—ΝΝ—Ιn –eΜe —Ν nΙnet–eleΝΝ Μe‒Μettable. MΟc– t–e Νame can be
Νa—d Ιf ΙΟΜ laΜ‒e cΙΜΚΟΝ Ιf Old H—‒– GeΜman ‒lΙΝΝeΝ. Old H—‒– GeΜman ‒lΙΝΝeΝ Ιn elleborus
ΟΝe cΙ‒nateΝ Ιf Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜdΝ ΙnlΤ ΜaΜelΤ, bΟt I –aΠe adΠeΜted tΙ t–eΝe Ρ–eΜe t–eΤ Νeem
ΜeleΠant.σ EΠen ΝΙ, I am cΙnΝc—ΙΟΝ t–at alt–ΙΟ‒– GeΜman ‒lΙΝΝeΝ demand t–e Νame Μ—‒ΙΜΙΟΝ
ΝtΟdΤ aΝ t–e Old En‒l—Ν– mateΜ—al, and t–at t–—Ν ΡΙΟld a‒a—n ΚΜΙΠ—de ΟΝefΟl cΙmΚaΜ—ΝΙnΝ Ρ—t–
t–e Old En‒l—Ν– data, t–eΤ –aΠe nΙt Μece—Πed —t –eΜe.
In teΜmΝ Ιf ASPNS ΡΙΜd-ΝtΟd—eΝ, t–e ΚΜeΝent aΜt—cle cΙmΚΜ—ΝeΝ cΙmΚΜe–enΝ—Πe ΝtΟd—eΝ Ιf
t–e ΡΙΜd wedeberge, Ρ–—c– ΚΜΙm—nentlΤ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ elleborus, and ffllfþone, Ρ–—c– ΝeemΝ Ιn Ιt–eΜ
‒ΜΙΟndΝ tΙ be a ΝΤnΙnΤm Ιf wedeberge. Ceasterwyrt and ceasterfflsc aΜe aΝΝeΝΝed —n ΝΙme
deta—l, bΟt t–e—Μ atteΝtat—ΙnΝ aΜe tΙΙ feΡ and 絆eet—n‒ fΙΜ mΟc– tΙ be Νa—d e—t–eΜ abΙΟt t–em ΙΜ
fΜΙm t–em. StandaΜd ASPNS aΚΚend—ceΝ aΜe ΚΜΙΠ—ded fΙΜ t–eΝe ΡΙΜdΝ. Ot–eΜΝ a‒a—n aΜe tΙΙ
cΙmmΙn, and t–e—Μ ΜeleΠance tΙ eΣΚl—cat—n‒ elleborus tΙΙ Νl—‒–t, fΙΜ cΙmΚΜe–enΝ—Πe aΝΝeΝΝment:
þung and hamorwyrt. It —Ν tΙ be –ΙΚed t–at t–e ΚΜeΝent aΜt—cle Ρ—ll ΚΜΙΠe ΟΝefΟl —n lateΜ ASPNS
ΝtΟd—eΝ Ιf t–eΝe nameΝ, bΟt —t —Ν alΝΙ cleaΜ t–at ΝΟc– lateΜ ΡΙΜk maΤ demand ΜeaΝΝeΝΝmentΝ Ιf
t–e —nteΜ—m cΙnclΟΝ—ΙnΝ –eΜe.
BΟ—ld—n‒ Ιn ΚaΝt ΡΙΜk, Ρ–—c– –aΝ Ν–ΙΡn t–at bΤ elleborus t–e eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ΚΙet
σ See BjfiΜkman (1901翌5: II): Κa‒eΝ 263 (alada); 268 (germara); 269 (hemera); 290 (kristwurz); 294 (arthistil)




Ald–elm ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd 裸ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade来, I aΜ‒Οe belΙΡ t–at t–—Ν m—Ν—dent—紵cat—Ιn maΤ aΜ—Νe
fΜΙm t–e deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn Ιf t–e black –ellebΙΜe (Gk helleboros melas, 乏ににそぢはぱはひ ぬそにちひ) —n
D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来 De materia medica, Ρ–—c– ΝeemΝ tΙ –aΠe been aΠa—lable —n ΝeΠent–-centΟΜΤ
CanteΜbΟΜΤ. I aΜ‒Οe t–at t–e Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜd wedeberge (裸madneΝΝ-beΜΜΤ来) ΡaΝ cΙ—ned aΝ a
‒lΙΝΝ-ΡΙΜd fΙΜ helleboros melas. MeanΡ–—le, a t–ΙΜΙΟ‒– eΣam—nat—Ιn Ιf t–e eΠ—dence fΙΜ t–e
Νemant—cΝ Ιf ceasterfflsc, Ρ–—c– alΝΙ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ elleborus, Μe‒ΜettablΤ ΚΜΙΠeΝ —ncΙnclΟΝ—Πe, Ρ—t–
ΚaΝt ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—ΙnΝ Ν–ΙΡn tΙ be ΚΜΙblemat—c, bΟt nΙ cleaΜ alteΜnat—Πe emeΜ‒—n‒. It —Ν tΙ be –ΙΚed,
–ΙΡeΠeΜ, t–at t–—Ν analΤΝ—Ν m—‒–t ΟndeΜΚ—n fΟtΟΜe ΡΙΜk Ιn t–—Ν d—絳cΟlt ΡΙΜd.
T–e Old En‒l—Ν– eΠ—dence fΙΜ t–e denΙtat—Ιn Ιf ffllfþoneō etΤmΙlΙ‒—callΤ 裸elf-Π—ne来, —Ν
l—m—ted, bΟt WeΝt GeΜman—c cΙ‒nateΝ ΝΟ‒‒eΝt t–at t–e ΡΙΜd meant 裸ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade来,
t–ΟΝ alΝΙ be—n‒ ΜeleΠant tΙ ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒ Ald–elm来Ν elleborus. T–e ΡΙΜd —Ν atteΝted —n Old
En‒l—Ν– med—cal teΣtΝ; ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒ —tΝ ΜΙle –eΜe —nΠΙlΠeΝ ΛΟ—te deta—led ΝtΟdΤ Ιf t–e med—cal
teΜm—nΙlΙ‒Τ Ιf t–e teΣtΝ. T–eΜe —Ν ΝΙme ΜeaΝΙn tΙ t–—nk t–at ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade tended tΙ be
ΚΜeΝcΜ—bed fΙΜ cΙnd—t—ΙnΝ aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– elΠeΝ and/ΙΜ demΙnΝ, and t–at —t m—‒–t –aΠe been
cl—n—callΤ e紿ect—Πe tΙ ΝΙme de‒Μee a‒a—nΝt t–eΝe cΙnd—t—ΙnΝ, Ρ–—c– aΚΚaΜentlΤ —nΠΙlΠed ΝΙme
k—nd Ιf Νk—n cΙnd—t—Ιn ΙΜ —n絆ammat—Ιn, and feΠeΜΝ. CΙmb—n—n‒ t–—Ν eΠ—dence Ρ—t– Ald–elm来Ν
Μ—ddle and t–e eΠ—dence fΜΙm —tΝ —ntellectΟal m—l—eΟ, I aΜ‒Οe, albe—t tentat—ΠelΤ, t–at Ρe can
‒l—mΚΝe t–e ΟΝe Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn En‒land, nΙt ΙnlΤ tΙ –elΚ cΟΜe alteΜed
mental ΝtateΝ, bΟt tΙ caΟΝe t–em, —n Ρ–at maΤ be ΙΟΜ ΝtΜΙn‒eΝt caΝe ΝΙ faΜ fΙΜ t–e ΟΝe Ιf
nΙn-alcΙ–Ιl—c —ntΙΣ—cantΝ —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn cΟltΟΜe.
2. Aldhelm谷s elleborus and woody nightshade
In ClaΝΝ—cal Lat—n elleborusΡaΝ, l—ke —tΝ GΜeek etΤmΙn helleboros (乏ににそぢはぱはひ), cΙnΠent—ΙnallΤ
d—Π—ded —ntΙ tΡΙ ΠaΜ—et—eΝ, albus (ΚΜΙtΙtΤΚ—callΤ denΙt—n‒ Veratrum album L., Ρ–—te –ellebΙΜe)
and niger (ΚΜΙtΙtΤΚ—callΤ Helleborus orientalis Lam., lenten-ΜΙΝe). (See t–e Oxford Latin
Dictionary (OLD), ΟndeΜ elleborum and uērātrum; and AndΜé (1985), ΟndeΜ elleborus and
uērātrum.) BΟt —t —Ν nΙt Νelf-eΠ—dent t–at —t ΡaΝ ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd —n t–—Ν ΡaΤ bΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ.
FΙΜtΟnatelΤ, t–e n—netΤ-e—‒–t– Μ—ddle Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Enigmata, —tΝelf ent—tled Elleborus, a紿ΙΜdΝ a
deta—led deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn Ρ–—c– allΙΡΝ ΟΝ tΙ aΝceΜta—n Ρ—t– cΙn紵dence Ρ–at Ald–elm ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd bΤ
t–e ΡΙΜd. T–e Μ—ddle ΡaΝ cΙmΚΙΝed ΝΙmet—me befΙΜe Ald–elm d—ed —n 709/10, and aΚΚaΜentlΤ
tΙΡaΜdΝ t–e be‒—nn—n‒ Ιf –—Ν ΚΙet—c caΜeeΜ, nΙ eaΜl—eΜ t–an aΜΙΟnd 670 (LaΚ—d‒e 2007). It —Ν —n
t–e natΟΜe Ιf Μ—ddleΝ t–at t–e cΙΜΜect ΝenΝe Ιf t–e—Μ cΙnΝt—tΟent ΡΙΜdΝ —Ν –aΜd tΙ deteΜm—ne (Νee,
fΙΜ t–—Ν Μ—ddle, CameΜΙn 1985: 131翌2), and mΤ tΜanΝlat—Ιn a—mΝ tΙ ΜeΚΜeΝent t–e fΟll Μan‒e Ιf
ΚlaΟΝ—ble ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—t—eΝ, albe—t at t–e eΣΚenΝe Ιf ele‒ance:μ
Ostriger en arvo vernabam frondibus hirtis
Conquilio similis: sic cocci murice rubro
Purpureus stillat sanguis de palmite guttis.
Exuvias vitae mandenti tollere nolo
Mitia nec penitus spoliabunt mente venena;
Sed tamen insanum vexat dementia cordis
Dum rotat in giro vecors vertigine membra.
PΟΜΚle-beaΜ—n‒, lΙ!, I ΡaΝ ‒ΜΙΡ—n‒ —n a 紵eld/t–e cΙΟntΜΤΝ—de, Ρ—t– Ν–a‒‒Τ/ΜΙΟ‒–/–a—ΜΤ
fΙl—a‒e/ΝtalkΝ/bΜanc–eΝ | Ν—m—laΜ tΙ a Ν–ell紵Ν–/ΚΟΜΚle-紵Ν–/ΚΟΜΚle dΤe/ΚΟΜΚle clΙt–; t–ΟΝ
Ρ—t– Μed mΟΜeΣ/ΚΟΜΚle dΤe Ιf mΤ beΜΜΤ/Μed dΤe | ΚΟΜΚle blΙΙd dΜ—ΚΝ/tΜ—ckleΝ fΜΙm t–e
μ CΙmΚaΜe t–e mΙΜe l—teΜaΜΤ –andl—n‒ bΤ LaΚ—d‒e and RΙΝ—eΜ —n Ald–elm (1985: 93), ΙΜ t–e 紵ne tΜanΝlat—Ιn bΤ
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Π—ne-Ν–ΙΙtΝ —n dΜΙΚΝ. | I dΙ nΙt Ρ—Ν– tΙ take aΡaΤ fΜΙm t–e c–eΡeΜ t–e tΜaΚΚ—n‒Ν Ιf l—fe, |
nΙΜ Ρ—ll mΤ ‒entle jΟ—ceΝ/ΚΙ—ΝΙnΝ/ΚΙt—ΙnΝ ΟtteΜlΤ ΜΙb –—m Ιf –—Ν m—nd; | bΟt neΠeΜt–eleΝΝ a
madneΝΝ Ιf t–e –eaΜt Ν–akeΝ/a‒—tateΝ/tΙΜmentΝ –—m, mad, | Ρ–—le, deΜan‒ed bΤ ‒—dd—neΝΝ,
–e Ρ–—ΜlΝ –—Ν l—mbΝ —n a c—Μcle.
SΙme tΜanΝlatΙΜΝ –aΠe ΜendeΜed t–e t—tle Ιf t–e Μ—ddle aΝ 裸HellebΙΜe来 (P—tman, —n Ald–elm
1925: 61; StΙΜk 1990: 227), bΟt MΙdeΜn En‒l—Ν– hellebore denΙteΝ L—nnaeΟΝ来Ν Helleborus
and Veratrum, ne—t–eΜ Ιf Ρ–—c– –aΝ t–e k—nd Ιf Μed fΜΟ—tΝ Ρ–—c– Ald–elm mΟΝt be deΝcΜ—b—n‒
–eΜe (cΙmΚaΜe EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld 1936: 164; CameΜΙn 1985: 131). EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld ΚΙΝ—ted t–at
Ald–elm来Ν elleborus Ν–ΙΟld be —nΝtead —dent—紵ed aΝ meΥeΜeΙn (Daphne mezereum L.), Ιn t–e
baΝ—Ν Ιf t–e Οn—ΛΟe ‒lΙΝΝ Eliforus wedeberge = ceasterfflsc (RΟΝc–e 1996: E244): Ν–e aΜ‒Οed t–at
t–e etΤmΙn Ιf ceaster- —n ceasterfflsc —Ν t–e GΜeek Κlant-name kestron (なそびぴぱはね); t–at Ιne Ιf t–e
‒eneΜa denΙted bΤ kestron —n D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν De materia medica —Ν Daphne L.; t–at meΥeΜeΙn
—Ν a Daphne nat—Πe tΙ t–e BΜ—t—Ν– IΝleΝ and –aΝ Μed beΜΜ—eΝ; and t–at meΥeΜeΙn —Ν, t–eΜefΙΜe,
t–e ΝΟbject Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle. HΙΡeΠeΜ, CameΜΙn来Ν ΜecΙnΝ—deΜat—Ιn d—ΝΚenΝed Ρ—t– t–—Ν
—nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn, ΚΜ—nc—ΚallΤ becaΟΝe meΥeΜeΙn来Ν beΜΜ—eΝ dΙ nΙt –an‒ l—ke dΜΙΚΝ, and becaΟΝe
—t dΙeΝ nΙt caΟΝe t–e k—ndΝ Ιf ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ Ρ–—c– Ald–elm deΝcΜ—beΝ (CameΜΙn 1985: 131翌3;
cΙmΚaΜe CameΜΙn 1993: 110翌12; Νee alΝΙ belΙΡ, Sect—Ιn 4). CameΜΙn ΚΜefeΜΜed a ΚaΝΝ—n‒
ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—Ιn Ιf EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld来Ν, Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade (Solanum dulcamara L.; EΜ–aΜdt-
S—ebΙld 1936: 169, nΙte 2). T–e ΚΙΝΝ—ble e紿ectΝ Ιf —n‒eΝt—n‒ ΚaΜtΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade ΚlantΝ
aΜe nΙt fΟllΤ ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd; CameΜΙn来Ν cΙnclΟΝ—ΙnΝ ΡeΜe dΜaΡn ΚΜ—maΜ—lΤ fΜΙm ΙnlΤ Ιne accΙΟnt
Ιf ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒ bΤ Solanum dulcamara. HΙΡeΠeΜ, —f Ρe acceΚt a‒—tat—Ιn fΙΜ aΜm-Ρ–—Μl—n‒, t–e
ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ deΝcΜ—bed bΤ Ald–elm aΜe amΙn‒ t–ΙΝe ΙbΝeΜΠed Ιf ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒ bΤ all ΚaΜtΝ Ιf t–e
Κlant (fΙΜ eΣamΚle, CΙΙΚeΜ and JΙ–nΝΙn 1984: 217翌18; Ce–a et al. 1997; BΜΟnetΙn 1999:
479翌83). It —Ν cleaΜ bΙt– t–at Ald–elm d—d nΙt mean t–e Νame t–—n‒ bΤ elleborus aΝ –—Ν
Med—teΜΜanean ΝΙΟΜceΝ and t–at Ρ–at –e ΡaΝ ΚΜΙbablΤ t–—nk—n‒ Ιf ΡaΝ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade.
T–—Ν ΚΜΙΠ—deΝ a ΠalΟable ΝtaΜt—n‒ ΚΙ—nt fΙΜ ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒ Ρ–at An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ m—‒–t –aΠe
ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd bΤ elleborus, and t–eΜefΙΜe bΤ —tΝ ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ eΛΟ—ΠalentΝ. BΟt t–eΜe —Ν aΝ Τet nΙ
eΣΚlanat—Ιn fΙΜ –ΙΡ elleborus came tΙ mean 裸ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade来 fΙΜ Ald–elm, and t–—Ν —Ν
ΝΙmet–—n‒ Ιf a ΚΜΙblem fΙΜ CameΜΙn来Ν —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn (aΝ –e –—mΝelf emΚ–aΝ—Νed: 1985: 133).
SΙ faΜ, nΙ ΝΟbΝtant—al ΝΙΟΜceΝ fΙΜ Ald–elm来Ν ΚΙem –aΠe been eΝtabl—Ν–ed, and –—Ν teΣt mΟΝt,
aΝ CameΜΙn aΜ‒Οed, Μe絆ect ΚeΜΝΙnal ΙbΝeΜΠat—Ιn (ΙΜ at leaΝt cΟltΟΜallΤ —ncΟlcated knΙΡled‒e).
HΙΡe, demΙnΝtΜat—n‒ t–at Ald–elm made eΣtenΝ—Πe ΟΝe Ιf IΝ—dΙΜe Ιf SeΠ—lle来Ν Etymologiae —n
cΙmΚΙΝ—n‒ –—Ν enigmata, tentat—ΠelΤ ΝΟ‒‒eΝted t–at l—neΝ 6 tΙ 7 Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Elleborus cΙΟld
be —ndebted tΙ IΝ—dΙΜe来Ν entΜΤ fΙΜ elleborus (HΙΡe 1985: 40, nΙte 11; IΝ—dΙΜe Ιf SeΠ—lle 1911:
XVII.—Σ.24):
Elleborum memorant in Graecia circa Elleborum quendam 舛uvium plurimum gigniō atque
inde a Graecis appellari. Hunc Romani alio nomine veratrum dicunt pro eo quod sumptum
motam mentem in sanitatem reducit. Duo sunt autem genera: album et nigrum.
T–eΤ Μelate t–at mΟc– elleborum ‒ΜΙΡΝ —n GΜeece aΜΙΟnd t–e EllebΙΜΟm, a ceΜta—n Μ—ΠeΜ,
and —t —Ν named afteΜ t–at bΤ t–e GΜeekΝ. T–e RΙmanΝ call t–—Ν bΤ t–e alteΜnat—Πe name
veratrum, becaΟΝe Ιnce cΙnΝΟmed, —t bΜ—n‒Ν back t–e d—ΝtΟΜbed/Ν–aken m—nd tΙ Νan—tΤ
[compare Latin ΠeΜa 汐true鹿]. BΟt t–eΜe aΜe tΡΙ k—ndΝ: Ρ–—te and black.
CeΜta—nlΤ HΙΡe —Ν nΙt t–e 紵ΜΝt Νc–ΙlaΜ tΙ –aΠe bΜΙΟ‒–t IΝ—dΙΜe来Ν teΣt tΙ beaΜ Ιn Ald–elm来Ν
Elleborus: t–e late tent–-centΟΜΤ ΝcΜ—be Ρ–Ι cΙΚ—ed t–e teΣt Ιf t–e Enigmata —n t–e manΟΝcΜ—Κt




tΙ Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle (StΙΜk 1990: 227; cΙmΚaΜe RΟΝc–e 2005: 438翌40).ν BΟt IΝ—dΙΜe来Ν teΣt
deΝcΜ—beΝ elleborus aΝ a Κlant Ρ–—c– Μemed—eΝ —nΝan—tΤ, Μat–eΜ t–an, aΝ —Ν ΝΟΜelΤ t–e caΝe —n
Ald–elm来Ν teΣt, caΟΝ—n‒ —t. SΙmem—Ν-Μead—n‒ Ιf t–e teΣt, —nΠΙlΠ—n‒ insanitatem fΙΜ in sanitatem,
cΙΟld be —ma‒—ned, bΟt I am aΡaΜe Ιf nΙ ΠeΜΝ—Ιn Ιf t–e Etymologiae Ρ–ΙΝe teΣt ΡΙΟld
encΙΟΜa‒e t–—Ν eΣΚlanat—Ιn.輪 HΙΡeΠeΜ, ΝΙme l—‒–t maΤ be Ν–ed Ιn Ald–elm来Ν —dent—紵cat—Ιn
Ιf elleborus Ρ—t– ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade bΤ t–e eaΜl—eΝt atteΝted Old En‒l—Ν– ‒lΙΝΝ Ιn elleborus:
wedeberge.
3. Wedeberge
Wedeberge takeΝ —tΝ 紵ΜΝt element fΜΙm wede-, a tΜanΝΚaΜent, —f mΙΜΚ–ΙlΙ‒—callΤ ΝΙmeΡ–at
ΚΜΙblemat—c, deΜ—Πat—Πe Ιf wod 裸mad来 alΝΙ fΙΟnd —n wedehund (裸mad dΙ‒来); ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ —n
wedeberge —t meanΝ 裸madneΝΝ-来 (Νee SaΟeΜ 2003: 164翌5). T–e ΝecΙnd element, -berige, Ν—mΚlΤ
meanΝ 裸beΜΜΤ来. PΜeΠ—ΙΟΝ cΙmmentatΙΜΝ –aΠe —dent—紵ed wedeberge Ρ—t– –ellebΙΜeΝ (BΙΝΡΙΜt–
1898; ClaΜk Hall 1960) ΙΜ Veratrum album L. (B—eΜbaΟmeΜ 1975翌9: II.125翌6; III.250), bΟt
t–eΝe aΜe nΙt beΜΜΤ-beaΜ—n‒. HΙΡeΠeΜ, elleborus: wedeberge dΙeΝ Μecall Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle,
—n —mΚΟt—n‒ beΜΜ—eΝ tΙ elleborus (and, leΝΝ d—Νt—nct—ΠelΤ, —n aΝΝΙc—at—n‒ —t Ρ—t– madneΝΝ). It
can alΝΙ be Ν–ΙΡn tΙ deΜ—Πe fΜΙm an —ntellectΟal m—l—eΟ Ρ—t– Ρ–—c– Ald–elm –—mΝelf –aΝ
cΙnnect—ΙnΝ. ItΝ eaΜl—eΝt atteΝtat—Ιn cΙmeΝ —n t–e EΜfΟΜt GlΙΝΝaΜΤ entΜΤ elleborus poedibergffl
(Ρ—t– ΝcΜ—bal cΙnfΟΝ—Ιn betΡeen t–e letteΜ ΡΤnn (ﾛ) and p; P–e—feΜ 1974: 21, nΙ. 388), and
ΝΟbΝeΛΟentlΤ —n t–e clΙΝelΤ Μelated CΙΜΚΟΝ GlΙΝΝaΜΤ, Ιnce aΝ Eleborus woedeberge, Ρ—t–
þung ΝΟbΝeΛΟentlΤ added —nteΜl—neaΜlΤ bΤ a cΙΜΜectΙΜ, and Ιnce aΝ Helleborus woidiberge
(t–e dΟΚl—cat—Ιn ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ Μe絆ect—n‒ t–e ΝΚell—n‒ ΠaΜ—at—Ιn —n t–e lemma; HeΝΝelΝ 1890: 46,
E120; 63, H 86). T–e add—t—Ιnal ‒lΙΝΝ þung alΝΙ aΚΚeaΜΝ —n a clΙΝelΤ Μelated ‒lΙΝΝ —n t–e
F—ΜΝt CleΙΚatΜa GlΙΝΝaΜΤ, cΙmΚ—led aΜΙΟnd t–e 930Ν (RΟΝc–e 1996: 2翌6, 33翌8): Elleborus
wedeberge þung (RΟΝc–e 1996: E25; fΙΜ t–e teΣtΟal Μelat—ΙnΝ–—ΚΝ Νee K—ttl—ck 1998: 43, 212翌
15). T–eΝe teΣtΝ all deΜ—Πe Οlt—matelΤ fΜΙm eaΜlΤ Νc–ΙlaΜΝ–—Κ at CanteΜbΟΜΤ.
SeΠeΜal ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—t—eΝ fΙΜ t–e ΙΜ—‒—nΝ Ιf t–e lemma elleborus –aΠe been ΝΟ‒‒eΝted.隣 T–eΝe
—ΝΝΟeΝ aΜe claΜ—紵ed, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, bΤ RΟΝc–e来Ν eΣam—nat—Ιn (2008) Ιf t–e Ρ—deΜ teΣtΟal tΜad—t—Ιn Ιf
An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn Κlant-name ‒lΙΝΝaΜ—eΝ, Ρ–—c– laΝted —ntΙ t–e tΡelft– centΟΜΤ, and Ιn Ρ–—c– t–e
fΙllΙΡ—n‒ ΚaΜa‒ΜaΚ–Ν aΜe baΝed. T–e tΡΙ keΤ teΣtΝ aΜe t–e DΟΜ–am Plant-Name GlΙΝΝaΜΤ
and t–e LaΟd HeΜbal GlΙΝΝaΜΤ. AΝ —tΝ name ΝΟ‒‒eΝtΝ, t–e DΟΜ–am Plant-Name GlΙΝΝaΜΤ
(MS DΟΜ–am, Cat–edΜal L—bΜaΜΤ, HΟnteΜ 100) ΡaΝ cΙΚ—ed —n DΟΜ–am, —n t–e eaΜlΤ tΡelft–
centΟΜΤ. It —nclΟdeΝ t–e entΜΤ Elleborus vedeberige uel [裸ΙΜ来] thung 裸elleborus: wedeberge ΙΜ
thung来 (L—nd–e—m 1941: 13, nΙ. 148) and dΜeΡ almΙΝt all —tΝ mateΜ—al fΜΙm tΡΙ ΝΙΟΜceΝ
(cΙmΚaΜe L—nd–e—m 1941: 5翌6): a ΝeΠent–-centΟΜΤ GΜeek-Lat—n-Old En‒l—Ν– Κlant-name
‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ Ρ–ΙΝe lemmata cΙme fΜΙm D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν De materia medica, Ρ–—c– alΝΙ cΙntΜ—bΟted
ν Ot–eΜ ΝΙΟΜceΝ can alΝΙ be —dent—紵ed. T–e ΡΙΜd ostriger —n t–e 紵ΜΝt l—ne Ιf t–e Μ—ddle —Ν ΟnΟΝΟal, be—n‒ a cΙmΚΙΟnd
Ιf ostrum 裸blΙΙd Ιf t–e Νea-Νna—l, ΚΟΜΚle来 and -ger 裸-beaΜ—n‒来; —t aΚΚeaΜΝ —n t–e ÉΚ—nal-EΜfΟΜt ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ tΜad—t—Ιn,
ΝΙ ΡaΝ e—t–eΜ cΙ—ned bΤ Ald–elm and t–en —nclΟded —n t–e ‒lΙΝΝeΝ, ΙΜ Ald–elmΝ ΝΙΟΜce (t–ΙΟ‒– nΙ Ιt–eΜ anteΜ—ΙΜ
ΝΙΟΜce fΙΜ t–e ‒lΙΝΝ —Ν Τet knΙΡn; P–e—feΜ 1974: 38, nΙ. 716; Νee alΝΙ Κ. 107). Rubri and cocci, bΙt– —n t–e ΝecΙnd
l—ne Ιf t–e Μ—ddle, ΙccΟΜ —n cΙllΙcat—Ιn —n SedΟl—ΟΝ来Ν Carmen Paschale, Bk 5, l—ne 165, and ΚΜΙbablΤ ΟndeΜl—e
Ald–elm来Ν ΟΝe Ιf t–e Νame ΡΙΜdΝ, bΟt t–e cΙnteΣtΝ aΜe ΛΟ—te d—紿eΜent (Νee t–e Fontes Anglo-Saxonici ΚΜΙject).
輪 T–e An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn eΚ—tΙme Ιf t–e Etymologiae, ed—ted bΤ LaΚ—d‒e (1988翌9), Ρ–—c– can be ΜeΠeal—n‒ fΙΜ
ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒ t–e An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn tΜanΝm—ΝΝ—Ιn Ιf IΝ—dΙΜe (Hall 2007b: 302翌6), Ιm—tΝ t–e entΜΤ.
隣 L—ndΝaΤ (1921: 115); P–e—feΜ (1974: 85); and, fΙΜ t–e t–eΙΜet—cal ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—tΤ t–at ÉΚ—nal-EΜfΟΜt cΙΟld –aΠe deΜ—Πed
t–e lemma fΜΙm Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddleΝ lΠ tΙ lΠ——, Νee LaΚ—d‒e (2007: 41翌2).
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lemmata and ‒lΙΝΝeΝ tΙ t–e ÉΚ—nal-EΜfΟΜt ‒lΙΝΝaΜ—eΝ; and t–ΙΝe entΜ—eΝ —n t–e Old English
HerbariumΡ–—c– —nclΟde ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ Κlant-nameΝ翼Ρ–—c– Νeem nΙt tΙ –aΠe been aΠa—lable tΙ
eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ‒lΙΝΝatΙΜΝ. MeanΡ–—le, t–e LaΟd HeΜbal GlΙΝΝaΜΤ (MS OΣfΙΜd, BΙdle—an
L—bΜaΜΤ, LaΟd M—Νc. 587) —Ν a tΡelft–-centΟΜΤ cΙΚΤ Ιf t–e Ν—n‒le b—‒‒eΝt cΙmΚ—lat—Ιn Ιf Κlant-
name ‒lΙΝΝeΝ Ιf —tΝ t—me —n En‒land, ΜΙΙted —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ΝΙΟΜceΝ. ItΝ wedeberge entΜΤ,
Ν–ΙΡ—n‒ t–e LaΟd ΝcΜ—be来Ν c–aΜacteΜ—Νt—c d—絳cΟltΤ —n –andl—n‒ t–e letteΜ ΡΤnn (Νee StΜacke
1974: 5), ΜeadΝ HelliborΟm .i. yediberge (StΜacke 1974: 44, nΙ. 777). Alt–ΙΟ‒– t–e LaΟd
HeΜbal GlΙΝΝaΜΤ –aΝ manΤmΙΜe ΝΙΟΜceΝ fΙΜ —tΝ Lat—n entΜ—eΝ t–an DΟΜ–am, —tΝ ma—n ΝΙΟΜceΝ fΙΜ
ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ aΜe a l—Νt Ιf Κlant-nameΝ —n t–e GΜeek ΚΜ—meΜ, t–e Hermeneumata Pseudo-
Dositheana; t–eOld English Herbarium; and a teΣt ΠeΜΤ l—ke t–eDΟΜ–amPlant-NameGlΙΝΝaΜΤ.
FΜΙm t–eΝe teΣtΟal Μelat—ΙnΝ–—ΚΝ (fΙΜ fΟΜt–eΜ eΣamΚleΝ Ιf Ρ–—c– Νee WΙt–eΜΝΚΙΙn, t–—Ν
ΠΙlΟme, Sect—Ιn 2), —t fΙllΙΡΝ t–at, Ν—nce DΟΜ–am and LaΟd –aΠe t–e elleborus wedeberge
(þung) ‒lΙΝΝ Ρ–—c– Ρe 紵nd —n EΜfΟΜt and CΙΜΚΟΝ, t–en Ρe ΡΙΟld eΣΚect t–e ΝΙΟΜce Ιf t–e
‒lΙΝΝ tΙ be t–e D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ-baΝed ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ.鱗 Adm—ttedlΤ, Ιn —nteΜnal eΠ—dence, t–e ΝΙΟΜce
Ιf t–e LaΟd ‒lΙΝΝ ΝeemΝ mΙΜe l—kelΤ tΙ –aΠe been t–e Hermeneumata Pseudo-Dositheana
‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ: t–e entΜΤ HelliborΟm .i. yediberge ΙccΟΜΝ neaΜ t–e be‒—nn—n‒ Ιf t–e h- ΡΙΜdΝ (—t
—Ν t–e fΙΟΜt– Ιf t–—ΜtΤ-紵Πe entΜ—eΝ), Ρ–—c– —Ν Ρ–eΜe, accΙΜd—n‒ tΙ RΟΝc–e来Ν ΚΜel—m—naΜΤ ΡΙΜk,
t–e Hermeneumata batc– ΝeemΝ tΙ ΙccΟΜ —n eac– alΚ–abet—c Νect—Ιn Ιf LaΟd. Adm—ttedlΤ tΙΙ,
ne—t–eΜ elleborus ΙΜ wedeberge ΙccΟΜΝ —n t–e teΣt Ρ–—c– RΟΝc–e cΙnΝ—deΜed t–e beΝt teΣt Ιf
t–e D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ, t–e Nomina herbarum Grece et Latine —n MS BΜΟΝΝelΝ, B—bl—Ιt–èΛΟe
RΙΤale, 1828翌30, fΙl—ΙΝ 94翌5 (RΟΝc–e 1996: 554翌66). SΙ an ΙΜ—‒—n —n t–e Hermeneumata
‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ Ν–ΙΟld nΙt, Ρ—t–ΙΟt mΙΜe deta—led ΜeΝeaΜc– —ntΙ t–e teΣtΟal –—ΝtΙΜ—eΝ Ιf t–e ‒lΙΝΝaΜ—eΝ,
be ΜΟled ΙΟt. BΟt Ρ–et–eΜ Ρe aΜe deal—n‒ Ρ—t– an ΙΜ—‒—n —n t–e D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ ΙΜ
t–e Hermeneumata, t–e ‒lΙΝΝ elleborus: wedeberge (þung) –aΝ —tΝ ΙΜ—‒—n —n ΝeΠent–-centΟΜΤ
ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ ‒lΙΝΝ—n‒ at CanteΜbΟΜΤ. TΙ ΚΟt —t anΙt–eΜ ΡaΤ, t–e ‒lΙΝΝ Ν–ΙΡΝ t–at a cΙnceΚt—Ιn Ιf
elleborus bΜΙadlΤ cΙnΝΙnant Ρ—t– Ald–elm来Ν bΟt at ΙddΝ Ρ—t– t–e ClaΝΝ—cal mean—n‒ eΣ—Νted —n
ΝeΠent–-centΟΜΤ CanteΜbΟΜΤ, a m—l—eΟ Ρ–—c– Ald–elm Ν–aΜed, bΟt —n a teΣtΟal tΜad—t—Ιn Ρ–ΙΝe
ΙΜ—‒—n —Ν —ndeΚendent Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle.
W–et–eΜ ΙΜ nΙt elleborus: wedeberge —tΝelf cΙmeΝ fΜΙm t–e CanteΜbΟΜΤ D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ
‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ, t–at ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ Μa—ΝeΝ t–e ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—tΤ t–at a cΙΚΤ Ιf D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν De materia med-
ica ΡaΝ aΠa—lable —n ΝeΠent–-centΟΜΤ CanteΜbΟΜΤ (cΙmΚaΜe L—nd–e—m 1941: 5翌6; RΟΝc–e
2003: 191). T–e ΚΜΙΝΚect t–at t–—Ν ΚΟtat—Πe manΟΝcΜ—Κt Ιf t–e De materia medica ΡaΝ ΡΜ—tten
—n GΜeek, alΙn‒ Ρ—t– t–e ma‒n—tΟde Ιf t–e teΣt and t–eΜefΙΜe t–e —nΠeΝtment ΜeΛΟ—Μed tΙ cΙΚΤ
—t, ΡΙΟld eΣΚla—n —tΝ lack Ιf —n絆Οence —n lateΜ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn med—c—nal Νc–ΙlaΜΝ–—Κ.
In Νeek—n‒ tΙ ΟndeΜΝtand t–e back‒ΜΙΟnd tΙ Ald–elm来Ν Elleborus, and tΙ t–e ‒lΙΝΝ
wedeberge, a clΙΝeΜ eΣam—nat—Ιn Ιf t–e De materia medica maΤ, t–en, be ΡΙΜt–Ρ–—le. It
cΙnta—nΝ entΜ—eΝ (—n BΙΙk 4, C–aΚteΜΝ 148 and 162) Ιn bΙt– helleboros leukos (乏ににそぢはぱはひ
にづふなぼひ) 裸Ρ–—te –ellebΙΜe来 and helleboros melas (乏ににそぢはぱはひ ぬそにちひ) 裸black –ellebΙΜe来. T–e
fΙΜmeΜ —Ν deΝcΜ—bed (D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 1906翌14: II.290; tΜanΝlat—Ιn bΤ Beck —n D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 2005:
304) aΝ –aΠ—n‒:
ぶぽににち ぬ蜜ね 麻ぬはどち 剖ぷづど ぴは悠ひ ぴは郵 泡ぱねはっにまびびはふ 紡 ぴづぽぴにはふ 泡っぱたはふ, ぢぱちぷぽぴづぱち つ蜜 なち脈
ぬづにぜねぴづぱち なち脈 鵬ぱふとぱぜ ぴ蓑ね ぷぱぼちね; なちふに粍ね つ蜜 剖ぷづど ばちにちどびぴどち悠はね, なは悠にはね, ばづぱどぶにはどてぼぬづねはね,
鱗 A ΚΙtent—al ΚΜΙblem Ρ—t– t–—Ν —nfeΜence —Ν t–at ΙΟΜ manΟΝcΜ—ΚtΝ Ιf t–e Old En‒l—Ν– Herbarium alΝΙ —nclΟde
wedeberge aΝ a ΝΤnΙnΤm fΙΜ elleborum album, —n Ρ–—c– caΝe t–—Ν cΙΟld —n t–eΙΜΤ –aΠe been t–e ΝΙΟΜce fΙΜ DΟΜ–am-
LaΟd (cΙnce—ΠablΤ —ndeΚendent Ιf ÉΚ—nal-EΜfΟΜt). HΙΡeΠeΜ, aΝ I d—ΝcΟΝΝ elΝeΡ–eΜe —n t–—Ν ΠΙlΟme, DΟΜ–am-LaΟd
—n fact Ν–ΙΡ Μat–eΜ t–at t–eHerbarium ΚΜΙbablΤ bΙΜΜΙΡed t–e eaΜl—eΜ ‒lΙΝΝ elleborus wedeberge Μat–eΜ t–an add—n‒
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麻ぴちね 胞ぱのでぴちど のでぱちたねづびとちど. 邑たてちど つ蜜 柾ばづどびど ばはににちた, にづばぴちた, 泡ば粍 なづぶちにたはふ ぬどなぱは郵
なち脈 鵬ばどぬぞなはふひ 沫びぴづぱづ脈 なぱはぬぽはふ, びふぬばづぶふなふ悠ちど.
leaΠeΝ Ν—m—laΜ tΙ t–e leaΠeΝ Ιf t–e Κlanta—n ΙΜ Ιf t–e Ρ—ld beet bΟt Ν–ΙΜteΜ, daΜkeΜ, and Μed
—n cΙlΙΜ; —t –aΝ a Νtem t–at —Ν a ΝΚan tall and –ΙllΙΡ and t–at lΙΝeΝ —tΝ Νk—n all aΜΙΟnd aΝ —t
be‒—nΝ tΙ dΜΤ ΟΚ. T–e ΜΙΙtΝ aΜe belΙΡ ‒ΜΙΟnd, manΤ, del—cate, and ‒ΜΙΡ—n‒ tΙ‒et–eΜ fΜΙm
a Νmall and lΙn‒—Ν– –ead aΝ fΜΙm an Ιn—Ιn.
D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ dΙeΝ nΙt, t–en, aΝΝΙc—ate t–e Ρ–—te –ellebΙΜe Ρ—t– anΤt–—n‒ t–at m—‒–t be denΙted
e—t–eΜ bΤ wede ΙΜ berge. T–e black –ellebΙΜe, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, —Ν deΝcΜ—bed t–ΟΝ (D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 1906翌
14: II.306翌7; tΜanΝlat—Ιn bΤ Beck —n D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 2005: 312):
乏ににそぢはぱはひ ぬそにちひ: は墨 つ蜜 きづにちぬばぼつどはね, は墨 つ蜜 鵬なぴはぬはね, は墨 つ蜜 ばはにぽぱぱどてはね なちには郵びど;
きづにちぬばぼつどはね つ蜜, 鵬ばづどつ蓑 つはなづ悠 きづにぜぬばはふひ ぴどひ ち卜ばぼにはひ ぴ岬ひ けぱはたぴはふ とふっちぴそぱちひ
ぬちねづたびちひ ち槙ぴ●幼 なちと●でぱちど なちた とづぱちばづ郵びちど. 剖ぷづど つ蜜 ぴぜ ぶぽににち ぷにべぱぜ, ばにちぴぜね幼
ばぱはびづぬぶづぱ●で, 鵬にぜぴぴはねち つ蜜 ばぱ粍ひ ぴぜ ぴは郵 びぶはねつふにたはふ なちた ばはにふびぷどつそびぴづぱち なちた ぬづにぜねぴづぱち
なちた 幕ばはぴぱちぷそち. なちふにぼひ ぢぱちぷぽひ, 胞ねとで つ蜜 にづふなぜ, 鵬ぬばぼぱぶふぱち, ぴ●幼 つ蜜 びぷぞぬちぴど ぢはぴぱふはづどつ●で,
なちた 鵬ね ち槙ぴ●幼 なちぱば粍ひ なねぞな幼 ばちぱちばにぞびどはひ 藍 邑たてちど つ蜜 ぬそにちどねちど, にづばぴちた, は墨ねづ脈 泡ばぼ
ぴどねはひ なづぶちにたはふ なぱはぬふまつはふひ 望ぱぴでぬづねちど.
T–e black –ellebΙΜe: bΟt ΝΙme call —t Melampodion, Ιt–eΜΝ ectonon [Ν—c], and Ιt–eΜΝ
polyrhizon; and t–eΤ call —t Melampodion becaΟΝe —t ΝeemΝ t–at a ceΜta—n MelamΚΟΝ, a
‒Ιat–eΜd, ΚΟΜ‒ed and cΟΜed Ρ—t– —t t–e daΟ‒–teΜΝ Ιf PΜΙteΟΝ Ρ–Ι ΡeΜe ΝtΜ—cken Ρ—t–
madneΝΝ. It –aΝ Κale ‒Μeen leaΠeΝ clΙΝelΤ ΜeΝembl—n‒ t–ΙΝe Ιf t–e Κlane tΜee, bΟt ΝmalleΜ
bΤ cΙmΚaΜ—ΝΙn tΙ t–e leaΠeΝ Ιf cΙΡ ΚaΜΝn—Κ, mΟc– mΙΜe clΙΠen, daΜkeΜ, and ΝΙmeΡ–at
ΜΙΟ‒–. T–e Νtem —Ν Ν–ΙΜt, t–e 絆ΙΡeΜΝ Ρ–—te, —ncl—n—n‒ tΙ ΚΟΜΚle, ΜeΝembl—n‒ ‒ΜaΚe clΟΝteΜΝ
—n cΙn紵‒ΟΜat—Ιn, and cΙnta—n—n‒ fΜΟ—t neaΜlΤ ΜeΝembl—n‒ Νa絖ΙΡeΜ ... T–e ΜΙΙtΝ aΜe black
and ΝlendeΜ, Νeem—n‒lΤ –an‒—n‒ fΜΙm an Ιn—Ιn-l—ke l—ttle –ead.
T–—Ν –ellebΙΜe 翼 —dent—紵ed bΤ AΟfmeΝΝeΜ (2000: 187) aΝ Helleborus orientalis Lam. (Lenten-
ΜΙΝe) ΙΜ Helleborus cyclophyllus BΙ—ΝΝ. (GΜeek –ellebΙΜe) 翼 —Ν, amΙn‒Νt Ιt–eΜ t–—n‒Ν,
裸‒ΙΙd fΙΜ eΚ—leΚt—cΝ, t–e atΜab—l—ΙΟΝ [melanc–Ιl—c ΙΜ —ll-temΚeΜed], t–e —nΝane, aΜt–Μ—t—cΝ,
and ΚaΜalΤt—cΝ来 (末ぶづにづ悠 つ蜜 鵬ばどにでぬばぴどなはぽひ, ぬづにちっぷはにどなはぽひ, ぬちどねはぬそねはふひ, 泡ぱとぱどぴどなはぽひ,
ばちぱちにづにふぬそねはふひ; D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 1906翌14, II.308; tΜanΝlat—Ιn bΤ Beck —n D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 2005:
313). L—ke wedeberge, t–en, —t —Ν cΙnnected Ρ—t– madneΝΝ. SΙme manΟΝcΜ—ΚtΝ Ιf t–e De
materia medicaΡeΜe —llΟΝtΜated, bΟt Ρ–en t–eΤ ΡeΜe nΙt, —dent—fΤ—n‒ ΚlantΝ fΜΙmD—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν
ΠeΜbal deΝcΜ—Κt—ΙnΝ ΡaΝ tΜ—ckΤ. Alt–ΙΟ‒– t–e –ellebΙΜeΝ aΜe —n Μeal—tΤ ΛΟ—te Οnl—ke ΡΙΙdΤ
n—‒–tΝ–ade, D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn 紵tΝ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade —n ΝeΠeΜal —mΚΙΜtant ΜeΝΚectΝ,
Ρ–—le ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade dΙeΝ nΙt aΚΚeaΜ elΝeΡ–eΜe —n –—Ν teΣt. One Ιf t–e d—Νt—nct—Πe featΟΜeΝ
Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade —Ν t–at —tΝ ΟΚΚeΜ leaΠeΝ, l—ke t–ΙΝe Ιf Κlane tΜeeΝ, tend tΙ be tΜ—fΙl—ate,
and Οnl—ke t–ΙΝe Ιf ΚlaneΝ, t–eΤ aΜe Ιften clΙΠen almΙΝt tΙ t–e Κet—Ιle (leaf-Νtalk). T–eΤ
aΜe nΙt ΙΟtΝtand—n‒ cand—dateΝ fΙΜ t–e deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn 裸Κale ‒Μeen来, bΟt t–eΤ aΜe bΙt– daΜkeΜ and
ΝmalleΜ t–an t–e leaΠeΝ Ιf t–e cΙΡ ΚaΜΝn—Κ (Heracleum maximum BaΜtΜam) Ρ—t– Ρ–—c– t–eΤ
aΜe cΙmΚaΜed —n t–e abΙΠe ΛΟΙte fΜΙm D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ 翼 and —t —Ν nΙt, —n anΤ caΝe, —mmed—atelΤ
cleaΜ –ΙΡ GΜeek chlHra (ぷにべぱち) ΡΙΟld –aΠe maΚΚed ΙntΙ t–e ΝtΜΟctΟΜ—n‒ Ιf cΙlΙΟΜΝ —n t–e
Old En‒l—Ν– leΣ—cΙn, and Ρ–at e紿ectΝ t–—Ν m—‒–t –aΠe –ad Ιn —tΝ —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn (cΙmΚaΜe RΟ紿
2003). WΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade 絆ΙΡeΜΝ can be Ρ–—te ΙΜ ΚΟΜΚle (albe—t ΟΝΟallΤ t–e latteΜ, aΝ Ald–elm
aΚΚeaΜΝ tΙ emΚ–aΝ—Νe), and –an‒ —n clΟΝteΜΝ. T–e ΚΙdΝ Ιf Νa絖ΙΡeΜ (Carthamus tinctorius L.),
alΝΙ ment—Ιned abΙΠe, maΤ ΙΜ maΤ nΙt –aΠe been a ΟΝefΟl ΚΙ—nt Ιf cΙmΚaΜ—ΝΙn fΙΜ An‒lΙ-
SaΣΙnΝ (—t —Ν nΙt nat—Πe tΙ BΜ—ta—n), bΟt ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade beΜΜ—eΝ ceΜta—nlΤ –an‒ alΙn‒Ν—de t–e
—t —ndeΚendentlΤ.
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絆ΙΡeΜΝ —n clΟΝteΜΝ l—ke ‒ΜaΚeΝ. Adm—ttedlΤ, ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade来Ν Νtem —Ν faΜ fΜΙm Ν–ΙΜt 翼 t–e
Κlant —Ν —n fact a Π—ne 翼 bΟt t–e 絆ΙΡeΜΝ aΜe Ιn Ν–ΙΜt ΚedΟncleΝ (絆ΙΡeΜ- ΙΜ fΜΟ—t-ΝtalkΝ), tΙ
Ρ–—c– D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν teΣt m—‒–t –aΠe been taken tΙ ΜefeΜ. ItΝ ΜΙΙtΝ aΜe nΙt black, bΟt ΤellΙΡ
(M—llΝΚaΟ‒– 1892: 482), bΟt t–—Ν maΤ nΙt –aΠe been ΙbΠ—ΙΟΝ ΟnleΝΝ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade来Ν ΜΙΙtΝ
ΡeΜe tΜad—t—ΙnallΤ ΟΝed bΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ.
I ΝΟ‒‒eΝt, t–eΜefΙΜe, t–at ΟndeΜlΤ—n‒ Ald–elm来Ν —dent—紵cat—Ιn Ιf elleborus Ρ—t– ΡΙΙdΤ
n—‒–tΝ–ade —Ν a m—Ν—dent—紵cat—Ιn Ιf D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν black –ellebΙΜe. T–—Ν —Ν a Μ—ΝkΤ cΙnclΟΝ—Ιn
bΙt– becaΟΝe Ιf ΙΟΜ ΟnceΜta—ntΤ aΝ tΙ Ρ–et–eΜ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ –ad acceΝΝ tΙ t–e De materia
medica and becaΟΝe D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn —Ν nΙt a ΚeΜfect 紵t. BΟt —t —Ν Ιne ΡΙΜt–
cΙnΝ—deΜ—n‒, nΙt leaΝt becaΟΝe —t ΚΜΙΠ—deΝ an eΣΚlanat—Ιn fΙΜ a na‒‒—n‒ ΚΜΙblem —n —nteΜΚΜet—n‒
Ald–elm来Ν Elleborus. T–e mΙΝt ΙbΠ—ΙΟΝ ΡaΤ —n Ρ–—c– Ald–elm m—‒–t –aΠe –ad ΚeΜΝΙnal
acceΝΝ tΙ t–e De materia medica —Ν —n t–e t—me Ρ–—c– –e ΝΚent ΝtΟdΤ—n‒ ΟndeΜ AΜc–b—Ν–ΙΚ
T–eΙdΙΜe at CanteΜbΟΜΤ; D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn Ιf helleborum nigrum, and ΚΙΝΝ—blΤ —tΝ
m—Ν—dent—紵cat—Ιn, maΤ, l—ke mΟc– knΙΡled‒e Ιf GΜeek —n CanteΜbΟΜΤ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ, –aΠe been
med—ated t–ΜΙΟ‒– T–eΙdΙΜe (Νee LaΚ—d‒e 1986; 1988; cΙmΚaΜe B—Νc–Ι紿 and LaΚ—d‒e 1994:
249翌55 Ιn T–eΙdΙΜe来Ν med—cal leaΜn—n‒). A ΠaΜ—ant Ιn t–—Ν aΜ‒Οment (and nΙt a mΟtΟallΤ
eΣclΟΝ—Πe Ιne) deΜ—ΠeΝ fΜΙm t–e eΠ—dence fΙΜ clΙΝe cΙntact betΡeen Ald–elm and t–e ‒lΙΝΝ—n‒
tΜad—t—Ιn ΟndeΜlΤ—n‒ ÉΚ—nal-EΜfΟΜt. Ald–elm dΜeΡ ΠΙcabΟlaΜΤ fΜΙm t–e ‒lΙΝΝeΝ, and t–eΤ fΜΙm
–—m (P–e—feΜ 1974: lΠ翌lΠ——; LaΚ—d‒e 2007: 31翌43), ΝΙ t–eΜe —Ν a ‒ΙΙd c–ance t–at t–eΜe —Ν
ΝΙme Μelat—ΙnΝ–—Κ betΡeen t–e ‒lΙΝΝ elleborus wedeberge and Ald–elm来Ν ΚΙem Elleborus.
CΙnce—ΠablΤ, Ald–elm m—Ν—nteΜΚΜeted t–e ‒lΙΝΝ 裸madneΝΝ-beΜΜΤ来, cΙ—ned tΙ mean 裸beΜΜΤ cΟΜ—n‒
madneΝΝ来, aΝ 裸beΜΜΤ caΟΝ—n‒ madneΝΝ来; bΟt t–—Ν cΙΟld ΝΟΜelΤ ΙnlΤ be Ιne —n‒Μed—ent —n a mΙΜe
cΙmΚleΣ Ρeb Ιf —ntellectΟal ΝΙΟΜceΝ and/ΙΜ cΙntactΝ. All t–e Νame, —f mΤ —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn —Ν
acceΚted, —t bΙt– cleaΜΝ ΟΚ a ΚΜΙblem —n t–e ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒ Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle, and addΝ tΙ
t–e eΠ—dence fΙΜ t–e aΠa—lab—l—tΤ —n eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn En‒land Ιf D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν De materia
medica.
LateΜ, —t ΝeemΝ, —n t–e teΣtΟal tΜad—t—Ιn, t–e ΡΙΜd þung alΝΙ jΙ—ned t–e ‒lΙΝΝ wedeberge
(and —tΝ cΙ‒nate —Ν tΙ mΤ knΙΡled‒e alΝΙ t–e ΙnlΤ ΡΙΜd atteΝted aΝ a ‒lΙΝΝ Ιn elleborus —n Old
NΙΜΝe: He—Υmann 1993: 160); bΟt þung —Ν tΙΙ Ρ—delΤ atteΝted tΙ be ‒—Πen fΟll cΙnΝ—deΜat—Ιn
–eΜe (–ΙΚefΟllΤ, Μat–eΜ, t–e ΚΜeΝent ΝtΟdΤ Ρ—ll –elΚ —n dΟe cΙΟΜΝe tΙ —llΟm—nate t–e Νemant—c
Μan‒e Ιf þung). Þung aΚΚeaΜΝ tΙ –aΠe denΙted a Μan‒e Ιf ΚlantΝ Ρ–ΙΝe cΙmmΙn featΟΜe —Ν t–e—Μ
tΙΣ—c—tΤ (B—eΜbaΟmeΜ 1975翌9: I.136; III.239), ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—n‒ t–at, —n t–—Ν tΜad—t—Ιn, elleborus ΡaΝ
cΙnΝ—deΜed (ΚΙtent—allΤ) ΚΙ—ΝΙnΙΟΝ 翼 Ρ–—c– —Ν Ιf cΙΟΜΝe cΙnΝ—Νtent Ρ—t– Ald–elm来Ν ΚΙem. In
t–e ΚΜeΝent Νtate Ιf knΙΡled‒e, þung —Ν nΙt Ιt–eΜΡ—Νe d—a‒nΙΝt—c Ιf t–e k—nd Ιf Κlant denΙted
bΤ elleborus. MΙΜeΙΠeΜ, —t —Ν –aΜd tΙ be ΝΟΜe Ρ–et–eΜ —t ΡaΝ —ntended meΜelΤ tΙ ΝΟΚΚlement t–e
—nfΙΜmat—Ιn ΚΜΙΠ—ded bΤ wedeberge, ΙΜ tΙ denΙte anΙt–eΜ Κlant ent—ΜelΤ.
FΙcΟΝ—n‒ mΙΜe clΙΝelΤ Ιn t–e ΡΙΜd wedeberge —tΝelf, t–en, dΙeΝ t–—Ν ΡΙΜd ΜeΚΜeΝent an
eaΜlΤ, cΙmmΙn Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜd fΙΜ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade 翼 ΙΜ —Ν —t, aΝ D来AΜΙncΙ aΝΝΟmed
(1988: 30), a ‒lΙΝΝ-ΡΙΜd, cΙ—ned ΝΚec—allΤ tΙ denΙte elleborus? T–e atteΝtat—ΙnΝ Ιf wedeberge
l—Νted ΝΙ faΜ Νeem all tΙ be teΣtΟallΤ Μelated, Ρ–—c– —Ν ‒eneΜallΤ a ΚΜecΙnd—t—Ιn fΙΜ ΝΟΚΚΙΝ—n‒
a ΡΙΜd tΙ be a ‒lΙΝΝ-ΡΙΜd (t–ΙΟ‒– Νee nΙte 6). L—keΡ—Νe, t–e cΙmΚΙΟnd wedeberge –aΝ
ne—t–eΜ cΙ‒nateΝ —n Ιt–eΜ GeΜman—c lan‒Οa‒eΝ nΙΜ lateΜ En‒l—Ν– Μe絆eΣeΝ.麟 MeanΡ–—le, —f
elleborus (niger) ΡaΝ ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd tΙ denΙte a beΜΜΤ-beaΜ—n‒ Κlant 翼 aΝ D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν teΣt, —f
麟 See t–eMiddle English Dictionary (MED), ΟndeΜ wēde-ber┶e. T–e d—ct—ΙnaΜΤ, ΟndeΜ wHde, ΝenΝe 4a, dΙeΝ —nclΟde
t–e fΙΟΜteent–-centΟΜΤ ‒lΙΝΝ 裸CaΜ—ca: ΡΙdebeΜ—e来, bΟt aΝ carica denΙteΝ a 紵‒-tΜee, t–—Ν mΟΝt, aΝ t–e entΜΤ —mΚl—eΝ,
be a 裸ΡΙΙd-beΜΜΤ来, ΛΟ—te —ndeΚendent Ιf wedeberge.
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aΠa—lable, maΤ –aΠe ΝΟ‒‒eΝted 翼 t–en wedeberge ΡΙΟld a紿ΙΜd a ΝenΝ—ble and —llΟm—nat—n‒
ΜendeΜ—n‒. Adm—ttedlΤ, Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle —Ν, aΝ I d—ΝcΟΝΝ belΙΡ, ΚΜΙbablΤ ΚΜed—cated Ιn
cΙmmΙn knΙΡled‒e abΙΟt t–e c–aΜacteΜ—Νt—cΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, Ρ–—c– ΝΟ‒‒eΝtΝ t–at
ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ ΡΙΜdΝ fΙΜ t–e Κlant mΟΝt –aΠe been aΠa—lable. T–—Ν be—n‒ ΝΙ, —t dΙeΝ Νeem
Ιdd t–at an An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ‒lΙΝΝatΙΜ ΡΙΟld —nΠent a ΡΙΜd fΙΜ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade Ρ–en Ιt–eΜ
ΡΙΜdΝ ΡeΜe ΝΟΜelΤ aΠa—lable, and t–—Ν cΙΟld m—l—tate —n faΠΙΟΜ Ιf tak—n‒ wedeberge aΝ a
membeΜ Ιf t–e cΙmmΙn leΣ—cΙn. HΙΡeΠeΜ, anΙt–eΜ ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—tΤ —Ν ΝΟ‒‒eΝted bΤ t–e ΚΜΙbable
eΣ—Νtence Ιf anΙt–eΜ eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ΡΙΜd fΙΜ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, d—ΝcΟΝΝed belΙΡ: ffllfþone
(etΤmΙlΙ‒—callΤ 裸elf-Π—ne来).
It maΤ be t–at CanteΜbΟΜΤ来Ν eaΜl—eΝt, eΠan‒el—cal Νc–ΙlaΜΝ, ΡΙΜk—n‒ at t–e fΙΜefΜΙnt Ιf t–e
En‒l—Ν– C–Μ—Νt—an—Νat—Ιn mΙΠement, maΤ –aΠe t–ΙΟ‒–t t–e nΙΟn ffllf (裸elf来) tΙΙ ΜedΙlent Ιf
Κa‒an bel—efΝ (ΙΜ —ndeed Ιf actΟal demΙnΝ) fΙΜ —nclΟΝ—Ιn —n t–e ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ, ΚΜefeΜΜ—n‒ —nΝtead
tΙ cΙ—n a neΡ ΡΙΜd 翼 an eΣΚlanat—Ιn Ρ–—c– m—‒–t alΝΙ –elΚ tΙ eΣΚla—n Ρ–Τ ΡΙΜdΝ l—ke
gydig (裸ΚΙΝΝeΝΝed bΤ a ‒Ιd来) and yl腺g (aΚΚaΜentlΤ etΤmΙlΙ‒—callΤ 裸ΚΙΝΝeΝΝed bΤ elΠeΝ来 and lateΜ
mean—n‒ 裸—n a ΚΜΙΚ–et—c Νtate来), t–ΙΟ‒– aΚΚaΜentlΤ Ιld ΡΙΜdΝ, dΙ nΙt ΙccΟΜ —n ΙΟΜ teΣtΝ Οnt—l
t–e eleΠent– centΟΜΤ (Νee Sect—Ιn 6 belΙΡ). AΝ t–eΝe eΣamΚleΝ emΚ–aΝ—Νe, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, —f t–—Ν
ΡeΜe t–e caΝe, t–e ΝcΜΟΚleΝ Ιf CanteΜbΟΜΤ来Ν eaΜlΤ Νc–ΙlaΜΝ ΡeΜe nΙt Ν–aΜed bΤ lateΜ ΡΜ—teΜΝ.
Yet anΙt–eΜ, Ν—mΚleΜ, eΣΚlanat—Ιn ΡΙΟld be t–at a ‒lΙΝΝatΙΜ cΙ—ned wedeberge becaΟΝe –e d—d
nΙt knΙΡ Ρ–at elleborus ΡaΝ, and Ν—mΚlΤ cΜeated Ρ–at –e Π—eΡed aΝ a deΝcΜ—Κt—Πe cΙmΚΙΟnd
翼 Ρ–—c– lateΜ encΙΟΜa‒ed t–e cΙnΝΙnant —dent—紵cat—Ιn Ιf elleborus Ρ—t– ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade.
Wedeberge dΙeΝ, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, ΙccΟΜ —n Ιne mΙΜe An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ‒lΙΝΝ, atteΝted alΙn‒ Ρ—t–
Elleborus wedebergeō þung —n t–e F—ΜΝt CleΙΚatΜa GlΙΝΝaΜΤ, —n t–e entΜΤ Eliforus wedeberge,
tΙ Ρ–—c– ΡaΝ lateΜ added t–e add—t—Ιnal ‒lΙΝΝ ceasterfflsc (RΟΝc–e 1996: E244). T–—Ν ΙccΟΜΝ
—n a batc– Ιf ‒lΙΝΝeΝ tΙ Ald–elm来Ν ΡΙΜkΝ, nΟmbeΜed S12 bΤ K—ttl—ck, and mΟΝt ΙΜ—‒—nallΤ
–aΠe ‒lΙΝΝed Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle Elleborus; K—ttl—ck cΙnΝ—deΜed fΜΙm —tΝ lan‒Οa‒e t–at t–e batc–
ΙΜ—‒—nated —n an An‒l—an-ΝΚeak—n‒ Μe‒—Ιn (K—ttl—ck 1998: ΚaΜa‒ΜaΚ– 14.4). W–et–eΜ t–—Ν
Ald–elm ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ ΡaΝ cΙmΚΙΝed ent—ΜelΤ —ndeΚendentlΤ, ΙΜ Ρ–et–eΜ —t ΟΝed eΣ—Νt—n‒ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ
–aΝ nΙt tΙ mΤ knΙΡled‒e been —nΠeΝt—‒ated. If —t —Ν —ndeΚendent, t–en —t Ν–ΙΡΝ t–at t–e ΡΙΜd
wedeberge ΡaΝ —n ‒eneΜal c—ΜcΟlat—Ιn; aΝΝΟm—n‒ t–at t–e ‒lΙΝΝatΙΜ cΙΜΜectlΤ —dent—紵ed t–e Κlant
Ρ–—c– Ald–elm deΝcΜ—bed (aΝ Ald–elm ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ t–ΙΟ‒–t –—Ν ΜeadeΜΝ ΡΙΟld), —t mΟΝt –aΠe
denΙted ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade. BΟt cΙntact Ρ—t–, fΙΜ eΣamΚle, t–e ÉΚ—nal-EΜfΟΜt tΜad—t—Ιn mΟΝt
be ΝΟΝΚected. Wedeberge ΝeemΝ l—kelΤ tΙ –aΠe been cΙ—ned aΝ a ‒lΙΝΝ-ΡΙΜd fΙΜ a lemma mΙΝt
l—kelΤ deΜ—Π—n‒ fΜΙm D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν De materia medica, ΙΜ ΚΙΝΝ—blΤ fΜΙm t–e Hermeneumata
Pseudo-Dositheana.
4. Ceasteræsc (and hamorwyrt)
T–e add—t—Ιn Ιf ceasterfflsc (l—teΜallΤ 裸(RΙman) fΙΜt—紵cat—Ιn/tΙΡn-aΝ–来) tΙ t–e F—ΜΝt CleΙΚatΜa
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ entΜΤ eliforus wedeberge ΚΜΙΠ—deΝ a fΟΜt–eΜ eΛΟ—Πalent fΙΜ elleborus. HΙΡeΠeΜ, t–—Ν
‒lΙΝΝ ΝeemΝ tΙ be ΟnΚaΜalleled; —ndeed, ceasterfflsc aΚΚeaΜΝ aΝ a ‒lΙΝΝ ΙnlΤ –eΜe. T–e ΡΙΜd
dΙeΝ ΙccΟΜ —n fΙΟΜ med—cal teΣtΝ —n t–e cΙllect—Ιn knΙΡn, Ν—nce CΙckaΤne来Ν ed—t—Ιn, aΝ t–e
Lacnunga. T–Μee Ιf t–eΝe teΣtΝ aΜe Μemed—eΝ —n a Ν—n‒le ΝeΛΟence Ιf dΜ—nkΝ fΙΜ þeor (aΚΚaΜentlΤ
裸—n絆ammat—Ιn来) 翼 Ιne Ιf Ρ–—c–, aΝ MeaneΤ (1984: 239) nΙted, alΝΙ aΚΚeaΜΝ —n Sect—Ιn 30 Ιf
Leechbook III (WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 117Μ) 翼 and t–e laΝt a ΜemedΤ 裸If a Ν–eeΚ —Ν a絖—cted来 (Gif
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sceap sy abrocen; GΜattan and S—n‒eΜ 1952: 148, 150, 179, t–at —Ν, Μemed—eΝ 73, 74, 77, 143).瑠
MeanΡ–—le, t–e Οn—ΛΟe teΜm ceasterwyrt ΙccΟΜΝ —n Sect—Ιn 39 Ιf Bald来Ν Leechbook I (WΜ—‒–t
1955: fΙl—Ι 39a), and –aΝ been aΝΝΟmed tΙ Ν–aΜe ceasterfflsc来Ν denΙtat—Ιn. T–e ΙnlΤ —nfΙΜmat—Ιn
ΜeΠealed bΤ t–eΝe teΣtΝ Ρ–—c– —Ν ΟΝefΟl fΙΜ —dent—fΤ—n‒ t–e ΚlantΝ —Ν t–at ceasterwyrt –ad ΝeedΝ
(Ρ–—c– at leaΝt makeΝ beΜΜΤ-beaΜ—n‒ ΚlantΝ ΝΟc– aΝ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade Οnl—kelΤ). Ne—t–eΜ name
ΝeemΝ tΙ ΙccΟΜ —n cΙ‒nate lan‒Οa‒eΝ 翼 ΟnΝΟΜΚΜ—Ν—n‒lΤ, aΝ ceaster ΡaΝ an Old En‒l—Ν– lΙan-
ΡΙΜd fΜΙm Lat—n 翼 ΙΜ —n lateΜ ΠaΜ—et—eΝ Ιf En‒l—Ν–.
EaΜl—eΜ leΣ—cΙ‒ΜaΚ–eΜΝ baΝed t–e—Μ —nteΜΚΜetat—ΙnΝ Ιf ceasterfflsc Ιn t–e lemma eliforus.
CΙckaΤne c—ted t–e lemma —n –—Ν ‒lΙΝΝaΜΤ entΜΤ fΙΜ ceasterfflsc (1864翌6: II.368), ‒—Π—n‒ t–e
tΜanΝlat—Ιn 裸–ellebΙΜΟΝ n—‒eΜ, black –ellebΙΜe来, add—n‒ t–at t–—Ν 裸–aΝ leaΠeΝ l—ke t–ΙΝe Ιf t–e
aΝ–来, and –—Ν entΜΤ –aΝ ΚΜΙbablΤ been t–e baΝ—Ν fΙΜ d—ct—ΙnaΜΤ de紵n—t—ΙnΝ —n t–e fΙllΙΡ—n‒
decadeΝ (BΙΝΡΙΜt– 1898, ΟndeΜ ceaster-fflsc, ceaster-wyrt and, —n TΙlleΜ来Ν 1921 ΝΟΚΚlement,
ΟndeΜ ceaster-fflsc; ClaΜk Hall 1960, ΟndeΜ ceasterfflsc). TΙ make Μel—able ΟΝe Ιf t–e ceasterfflsc
‒lΙΝΝ, —t —Ν neceΝΝaΜΤ tΙ knΙΡ Ρ–et–eΜ —t ΙΜ—‒—nated aΝ a maΜ‒—nal ‒lΙΝΝ tΙ a teΣt Ιf Ald–elm来Ν
Μ—ddle (—n Ρ–—c– caΝe —t m—‒–t Μe絆ect –—Ν deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn Ιf elleborus mΙΜe t–an —n–eΜ—ted Ρ—ΝdΙm
abΙΟt t–e mean—n‒ Ιf t–e ΡΙΜd), ΙΜ Ρ–et–eΜ —t ΡaΝ added lateΜ —n t–e ‒lΙΝΝ来Ν teΣtΟal tΜad—t—Ιn
Ιn t–e baΝ—Ν Ιf ΝΙmeΙne来Ν Ρ—deΜ knΙΡled‒e abΙΟt elleborus, ΙΜ tΜanΝfeΜΜed bΤ t–e CleΙΚatΜa
ΝcΜ—be fΜΙm anΙt–eΜ —nΝtance Ιf elleborus —n –—Ν ΝΙΟΜceΝ, Ρ–ΙΝe lemma ΙΜ—‒—nallΤ came fΜΙm
elΝeΡ–eΜe. UnfΙΜtΟnatelΤ, Ρe cannΙt Μead—lΤ dec—de betΡeen t–eΝe, and —t Ρ—ll be cleaΜ alΜeadΤ
t–at Ρe cannΙt aΝΝΟme t–at An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ aΝΝΙc—ated elleborus Ρ—t– ΙΟΜ –ellebΙΜeΝ. CΙckaΤne
ΡaΝ Ρ—Νe tΙ Νeek tΙ eΣΚla—n Ρ–Τ t–e ‒eneΜ—c element -fflscΡΙΟld aΚΚeaΜ —n a ΡΙΜd fΙΜ Elleborum
nigrum, bΟt ΟnfΙΜtΟnatelΤ, –—Ν cla—m t–at t–e black –ellebΙΜe –aΝ leaΠeΝ l—ke an aΝ– ΝtΜ—keΝ
me aΝ ΟncΙnΠ—nc—n‒. T–ΙΟ‒– t–e—Μ —nd—Π—dΟal Ν–aΚe —Ν nΙt Οnl—ke t–e aΝ–来Ν, t–—Ν —Ν nΙt a ΠeΜΤ
d—Νt—nct—Πe Ν—m—laΜ—tΤ: Ν—m—laΜ—tΤ —n aΜΜan‒ement ΡΙΟld be mΙΜe —mΚΜeΝΝ—Πe, and t–—Ν —Ν lack—n‒.
One m—‒–t cΙmΚaΜe t–e ΡΙΜdΝ fflscþrote and t–e ΜaΜeΜ fflscwyrt, Ρ–—c– Νeem ΚΜΙtΙtΤΚ—callΤ tΙ
–aΠe denΙted ΠeΜΠa—n (Verbena o船cinalis L.), and Ρ–ΙΝe leaΠeΝ来 fΙΜm t–eΜefΙΜe ΡΙΟld Μecall
ΝetΝ Ιf aΝ– leaΠeΝ Μat–eΜ t–an —nd—Π—dΟal aΝ– leaΠeΝ.
LateΜ cΙmmentatΙΜΝ –aΠe been mΙΜe caΟt—ΙΟΝ. B—eΜbaΟmeΜ Ι紿eΜed t–Μee —dent—紵cat—ΙnΝ
fΙΜ ceasterfflsc: Helleborus niger L.; Veratrum album L.; and Daphne mezereum L. (1975翌
9: I.27翌8; cΙmΚaΜe II.19; III.45) 翼 Ρ–—le t–e Dictionary of Old English (DOE) Ν—m—laΜlΤ
Ι紿eΜed t–e c—ΜcΟmΝΚect de紵n—t—Ιn 裸a Κlant, ΚeΜ–aΚΝ a tΜΟe –ellebΙΜe, bΟt mΙΜe ΚΜΙbablΤ a
ΚΝeΟdΙ-–ellebΙΜe ΝΟc– aΝ meΥeΜeΙn, ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, ΙΜ dΡaΜf eldeΜ来 (ΟndeΜ ceaster-fflsc).
B—eΜbaΟmeΜ来Ν entΜΤ, and, ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ, t–at Ιf t–e DOE, aΜe baΝed Ιn t–e aΜ‒ΟmentΝ Ιf EΜ–aΜdt-
S—ebΙld; —n ΚaΜt—cΟlaΜ, bΙt– Ν–e and t–e DOE aΝΝΙc—ated ceasterfflsc Ρ—t– t–e GΜeek Κlant-name
kestron, ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ tak—n‒ ceaster- aΝ a fΙlk-etΤmΙlΙ‒—Νat—Ιn (EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld 1936: 164).
D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν kestron ΝeemΝ tΙ –aΠe denΙted Stachys o船cinalis (L.) TΜeΠ—Ν. (Beck —n
D—ΙΝcΙΜdeΝ 2005: 252) ΙΜ Stachys alopecuros (L.) Bent–. (AΟfmeΝΝeΜ 2000: 202), bΙt–
cΙmmΙnlΤ knΙΡn aΝ betonica —n Lat—n, betony —n En‒l—Ν– tΙdaΤ and, aΚΚaΜentlΤ, —n Old
En‒l—Ν– ΠaΜ—ΙΟΝlΤ aΝ betonice, bisceopwyrt and attorlaþe (DOE). T–eΝe aΜe all ΠeΜΤ cΙmmΙn
ΡΙΜdΝ —n Old En‒l—Ν– med—cal teΣtΝ (and M—ddle En‒l—Ν– Μe絆eΣeΝ Ιf bisceopwyrt aΜe atteΝted
瑠 S—nce t–eΜe —Ν nΙ ΟΚ tΙ date ed—t—Ιn Ιf RΙΤal 12 D. ΣΠ——, facΝ—m—leΝ (WΜ—‒–t 1955; DΙane 1994, nΙ. 298) aΜe Μead—lΤ
aΠa—lable, and fΙl—Ι ΜefeΜenceΝ Ρ—ll eaΝ—lΤ be fΙΟnd —n CΙckaΤne (1864翌6), I c—te fΜΙm WΜ—‒–t来Ν facΝ—m—le, tak—n‒
t–e ΟΝΟal ed—tΙΜ—al l—beΜt—eΝ Ιf eΣΚand—n‒ abbΜeΠ—at—ΙnΝ, nΙΜmal—Ν—n‒ ΝΚac—n‒ and —‒nΙΜ—n‒ l—neat—Ιn. CΙckaΤne来Ν
ed—t—Ιn, Ρ–—le —mΚΜeΝΝ—Πe, —Ν eΜΜΙΜ-ΚΜΙne (Νee, e.‒., Hall 2005: 197, n. 5). T–e CΙΜΚΟΝ Ιf Old En‒l—Ν– –andl—n‒
Ιf t–e manΟΝcΜ—Κt —Ν alΝΙ ΚΜΙblemat—c: —t ΟΝeΝ t–e An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn PΙet—c RecΙΜdΝ ed—t—Ιn Ρ–eΜe aΠa—lable; neΣt —n
ΙΜdeΜ Ιf ΚΜefeΜence —Ν StΙΜmΝ 1948; and Ρ–eΜe t–eΝe aΜe nΙt aΠa—lable, CΙckaΤne. T–—Ν ΚΜΙdΟceΝ electΜΙn—c teΣtΝ
eΣ–—b—t—n‒ ΠeΜΤ d—紿eΜent ed—tΙΜ—al aΚΚΜΙac–eΝ fΙΜ a manΟΝcΜ—Κt teΣt Ν–ΙΡ—n‒ ΠeΜΤ cΙnΝ—Νtent ΙneΝ.
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ΟndeΜ helleborus). MΙΜeΙΠeΜ, EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld aΝΝΙc—ated anΙt–eΜ Ρell-atteΝted Κlant-name
Ρ—t– kestron tΙΙ 翼 hamorwyrt (l—teΜallΤ 裸–ammeΜ-Κlant来), tak—n‒ —t tΙ be a tΜanΝlat—Ιn Ιf
kestron fΙllΙΡ—n‒ —tΝ Ιt–eΜ ΝenΝe Ιf 裸ΝtΤlΟΝ, c–—Νel来. T–—Ν cΙΟld —n tΟΜn cΙnnect ceasterfflsc
bΙt– Ρ—t– hamorwyrt and Ρ—t– hamorwyrt来Ν ΙΡn ΚaΜt—al ΝΤnΙnΤmΝ (—t ‒lΙΝΝeΝ perdicalis; Νee
BΙΝΡΙΜt– 1898, TΙlleΜ来Ν 1921 ΝΟΚΚlement, ΟndeΜ hamer-wyrt, cΙnnect—n‒ —t —n tΟΜn Ρ—t–
anΙt–eΜ perdicalis ‒lΙΝΝ, dolhrune, fΙΜ Ρ–—c– Νee t–e DOE, ΟndeΜ dolg-rfne). EΠ—dentlΤ, —f
t–e aΝΝΙc—at—Ιn Ιf ceasterfflsc Ρ—t– kestron —Ν cΙΜΜect, t–en t–e name needΝ tΙ be ΟndeΜΝtΙΙd aΝ
ΚaΜt Ιf a fΟlleΜ ΝtΟdΤ Ιf ΝeΠeΜal Ιf t–e mΙΝt cΙmmΙn Old En‒l—Ν– Κlant-nameΝ.
HΙΡeΠeΜ, t–e aΝΝΙc—at—ΙnΝ Ιf ceasterfflsc Ρ—t– kestron and Ρ—t– hamorwyrt ΝtΜ—ke me aΝ
tenΟΙΟΝ. P–Ιnet—callΤ, ceaster- ΡΙΟld be a ΚlaΟΝ—ble fΙlk-etΤmΙlΙ‒—Νat—Ιn Ιf kestron (ΙΜ mΙΜe
l—kelΤ —tΝ Lat—n eΛΟ—Πalent cestrum), and -wyrt —Ν a cΙmmΙn ΝΟ絳Σ —n Κlant-nameΝ baΝed
Ιn fΙΜe—‒n ΡΙΜdΝ; bΟt cestrum —Ν —n ΙΟΜ Lat—n teΣtΝ a ΜaΜe ΡΙΜd —n e—t–eΜ Ιf —tΝ ΝenΝeΝ 翼
Κlant-name ΙΜ ΡΙΜd fΙΜ c–—Νel (Νee Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, ΟndeΜ cestros) 翼 and —Ν
aΚΚaΜentlΤ ΟnatteΝted —n eaΜlΤ med—eΠal An‒lΙ-Lat—n (Νee t–e DMLBS, ΟndeΜ cestros). It ΝeemΝ
an Οnl—kelΤ ΝΙΟΜce, t–en, fΙΜ ceaster-, Ρ–—c– —Ν eaΝ—lΤ eΣΚl—cable aΝ t–e cΙmmΙn nΙΟn 裸(RΙman)
fΙΜt—紵cat—Ιn来. T–at t–e 裸ΝtΤlΟΝ/c–—Νel来 ΝenΝe Ιf kestron —nΝΚ—Μed t–e name hamorwyrt —Ν l—keΡ—Νe
—mΚlaΟΝ—ble 翼 beΝ—deΝ t–e ΜaΜ—tΤ Ιf t–e ΡΙΜd and t–e fact t–at An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ aΜe Οnl—kelΤ
tΙ –aΠe cΙnfΟΝed –ammeΜΝ and c–—ΝelΝ, t–e eΣΚlanat—Ιn –aΝ t–e added detΜact—Ιn t–at, aΝ
CΙckaΤne ΚΙ—nted ΙΟt, hamorwyrt ΝeemΝ tΙ –aΠe ΚaΜt—al cΙ‒nateΝ —n dyþhamor and hamorsecg,
and —n t–e Old H—‒– GeΜman Ν—mΚleΣ hemera, ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—n‒ t–at t–e Κlant-name ΙΜ—‒—nated befΙΜe
l—kelΤ —n絆Οence fΜΙm GΜeek ΙΜ Lat—n teΣtΝ.塁
We mΟΝt eΣam—ne ceasterfflsc fΜΙm ΝcΜatc–. AΝ CΙckaΤne ΡaΝ aΡaΜe, anΤ attemΚt tΙ
—dent—fΤ t–e denΙtat—Ιn Ιf ceasterfflsc mΟΝt accΙmmΙdate —tΝ ‒eneΜ—c element fflsc. S—nce
elleborus —Ν a –eΜb, —t ΝeemΝ Οnl—kelΤ t–at ceasterfflsc cΙΟld actΟallΤ denΙte an aΝ– (Fraxinus
L.), bΟt ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ ceasterfflsc denΙted ΝΙmet–—n‒ ΝΟ絳c—entlΤ Ν—m—laΜ tΙ t–e aΝ– tΙ be named
afteΜ —t. It —Ν ΡΙΜt– nΙt—n‒ t–at Ρe maΤ, —n Νeek—n‒ ΚlantΝ Ρ–—c– aΜe Ν—m—laΜ tΙ aΝ–eΝ, need tΙ
be ΝenΝ—t—Πe tΙ ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ Ιf t–e aΝ– Ρ–—c– maΤ –aΠe been mΙΜe —mΚΙΜtant tΙ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ
t–an tΙ ΟΝ. T–ΟΝ alt–ΙΟ‒– aΝ–-tΜeeΝ来 leaΠeΝ aΜe ΚaΜt—cΟlaΜlΤ d—Νt—nct—Πe —n aΜΜan‒ement, t–e
ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ Ιf aΝ– ΡΙΙd led tΙ —tΝ ΟΝe —n t–e manΟfactΟΜe Ιf Ν–—ΚΝ and ΡeaΚΙnΝ, ΟΝeΝ enΝ–Μ—ned
—n t–e eΣtenΝ—Ιn Ιf t–e Νemant—c Μan‒e Ιf fflsc tΙ —nclΟde ceΜta—n k—ndΝ Ιf Ν–—ΚΝ and ΝΚeaΜΝ (Νee
DOE), Ρ–—c– maΤ –aΠe –ad a beaΜ—n‒ Ιn t–e name ceasterfflsc.
NΙ k—nd Ιf –ellebΙΜe ΙΜ ΠeΜatΜΟm ΝtandΝ fΙΜΡaΜd aΝ ΜeΝembl—n‒ an aΝ– —n t–e aΜΜan‒e-
ment Ιf —tΝ leaΠeΝ (and ceΜta—nlΤ nΙt —n ΚΜΙdΟc—n‒ ΡΙΙd), mean—n‒ t–at Ρe can ΚΜΙbablΤ
d—ΝΚenΝe Ρ—t– t–e ΙldeΜ d—ct—ΙnaΜΤ —nteΜΚΜetat—ΙnΝ Ιf ceasterfflsc. EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld ΝΟ‒‒eΝted
t–at ceasterfflsc来Ν mΙΝt l—kelΤ denΙtat—Ιn —Ν t–e mΙΟnta—n aΝ–, alΝΙ knΙΡn aΝ t–e ΜΙΡan (Sorbus
aucuparia L.) 裸and —tΝ Ν–ΜΟb-l—ke ΠaΜ—et—eΝ来, t–eΜeafteΜ aΜ‒Ο—n‒ t–at t–—Ν ΡaΝ —n tΟΜn —dent—紵ed
塁 CΙckaΤne (1864翌6: III.330; cΙmΚaΜe Κa‒eΝ 321翌2, and 343翌4); Νee nΙΡ BjfiΜkman (1901翌5: II.269); DOE,
ΟndeΜ d′þ-hamor 翼 ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—n‒ t–e denΙtat—Ιn 裸catta—l来 (裸bΟllΜΟΝ–来 —n BΜ—t—Ν– En‒l—Ν–), Typha L. W–—le Νeal—n‒ t–e
caΝe a‒a—nΝt anΤ cΙnnect—Ιn Ιf hamorwyrt Ρ—t– cestrum, Old H—‒– GeΜman hemera dΙeΝ ΙΚen ΟΚ anΙt–eΜ aΠenΟe
Ιf enΛΟ—ΜΤ –eΜe, Ν—nce —t —Ν —tΝelf ΚΜΙm—nentlΤ atteΝted aΝ a ‒lΙΝΝ fΙΜ elleborus; Ιn t–—Ν eΠ—dence, CΙckaΤne ‒lΙΝΝed
hamorwyrt aΝ 裸black –ellebΙΜe, –ellebΙΜΟΝ n—‒eΜ来 (1864翌6: III.330), dΙΟbtleΝΝ —nΝΚ—Μ—n‒ BΙΝΡΙΜt–来Ν de紵n—t—Ιn
裸black –ellebΙΜe来 (1898, ΟndeΜ hamer-wyrt). A fΟlleΜ ΝtΟdΤ Ιf t–e Old En‒l—Ν– and Old H—‒– GeΜman eΠ—dence
m—‒–t beaΜ t–—Ν —nfeΜence ΙΟt, bΟt —t ΝeemΝ ΝΙmeΡ–at dΙΟbtfΟl Ν—nce Ιt–eΜ Old En‒l—Ν– and lateΜ En‒l—Ν– eΠ—dence
ΚΙ—ntΝ tΙΡaΜdΝ an —dent—紵cat—Ιn Ιf hamorwyrt Ρ—t– eaΝteΜn Κell—tΙΜΤ-Ιf-t–e-Ρall, Parietaria o船cinalis L. (Νee
BΙΝΡΙΜt– 1898, TΙlleΜ来Ν 1921 ΝΟΚΚlement, ΟndeΜ hamer-wyrt; cΙmΚaΜe ClaΜk Hall 1960, ΟndeΜ hamorwyrt;
MED, ΟndeΜ hemer-wort; OED, ΟndeΜ hammerwort). I dΙ nΙt, t–en, ΚΟΜΝΟe hamorwyrt fΟΜt–eΜ –eΜe.
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Ρ—t– meΥeΜeΙn (Daphne mezereum L.). T–—Ν ΜeaΝΙn—n‒ ΝtΜ—keΝ me aΝ tenΟΙΟΝ. T–e mΙΟnta—n
aΝ– ceΜta—nlΤ lΙΙkΝ l—ke an aΝ–, bΟt alt–ΙΟ‒– mΙΟnta—n aΝ–eΝ aΜe nΙt tall tΜeeΝ (ΟΝΟallΤ Μeac–—n‒
nΙ mΙΜe t–an e—‒–teen metΜeΝ), t–e —dea t–at Ν–ΜΟbbΤ eΣamΚleΝ m—‒–t be cΙnnected Ρ—t–
t–e –eΜb elleborus —Ν nΙt Ιne Ρ–—c– I 紵nd cΙmΚell—n‒. T–at mΙΟnta—n aΝ– and meΥeΜeΙn
m—‒–t be aΝΝΙc—ated ΙΜ cΙnfΟΝed ΝeemΝ eΠen leΝΝ l—kelΤ: meΥeΜeΙn来Ν leaΠeΝ, fΙΜ eΣamΚle, maΤ
—nd—Π—dΟallΤ be Ν—m—laΜ tΙ t–e mΙΟnta—n aΝ–来Ν —n Ν–aΚe (aΝ EΜ–aΜdt-S—ebΙld emΚ–aΝ—Νed), bΟt
t–eΤ dΙ nΙt Ν–aΜe aΝ– leaΠeΝ来 d—Νt—nct—Πe aΜΜan‒ement. MeΥeΜeΙn来Ν beΜΜ—eΝ tΙΙ aΜe —nd—Π—dΟallΤ
l—ke t–e mΙΟnta—n aΝ–来Ν, bΟt t–e mΙΟnta—n aΝ–来Ν –an‒ —n bΟnc–eΝ Ρ–eΜe t–e meΥeΜeΙn来Ν ‒ΜΙΡ
fΜΙm t–e Νtem.
T–e DOE来Ν ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—Ιn Ιf dΡaΜf eldeΜ (Sambucus ebulus L.) fΙΜ ceasterfflsc —Ν mΙΜe
ΚΜΙm—Ν—n‒, at leaΝt —nΝΙfaΜ aΝ t–e leaΠeΝ Ιf t–e dΡaΜf eldeΜ aΜe l—ke t–e aΝ–来Ν —n Ν–aΚe and
aΜΜan‒ement. Adm—ttedlΤ, Ald–elm来Ν Μ—ddle Ebulus (裸dΡaΜf eldeΜ来) aΝΝΙc—ateΝ t–e dΡaΜf eldeΜ
紵ΜmlΤ Ρ—t– t–e sambucus (裸eldeΜ来) Μat–eΜ t–an Ρ—t– t–e aΝ– (Ald–elm 1919: I.141; Νee fΟΜt–eΜ
CameΜΙn 1985: 129翌30), bΟt ΝΙme ΙΝtenΝ—ble eΠ—dence fΙΜ a l—nk Ρ—t– elleborus m—‒–t be
ΚeΜce—Πed —n t–e entΜΤ 裸helleborus ΟalΟΤΜt来 —n t–e Dictionary of Old English Web Corpus teΣt
Ιf t–e Le—den GlΙΝΝaΜΤ (LdGl D41 [0123 (42.4)]). (T–e fΙΜm helleborus —Ν a ΜecΙnΝtΜΟct—Ιn
fΜΙm t–e manΟΝcΜ—Κt fΙΜm elleus).Wffllwyrt and —tΝ ΚΜΙbable ΠaΜ—antΝ wealhwyrt and weallwyrt
almΙΝt ceΜta—nlΤ denΙted dΡaΜf eldeΜ (amΙn‒Νt Ιt–eΜ t–—n‒Ν), aΝ t–eΤ –aΠe cΙnt—nΟed tΙ
dΙ —n En‒l—Ν–, and t–—Ν c—tat—Ιn ΡΙΟld —mΚlΤ t–at dΡaΜf eldeΜ ΡaΝ —dent—紵ed Ρ—t– elleborus
elΝeΡ–eΜe —n Old En‒l—Ν–.σ琳 If ΝΙ, t–en t–e met–ΙdΙlΙ‒Τ Ιf t–—Ν aΜt—cle ΡΙΟld alΝΙ demand
t–e cΙnΝ—deΜat—Ιn Ιf anΙt–eΜ ‒lΙΝΝ Ιn ebulus, ellenwyrt. HΙΡeΠeΜ, t–—Ν —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn —Ν nΙt
Π—able. One ΚΜΙblem —Ν t–e fact t–at Ιne Ιf t–e Lacnunga entΜ—eΝ atteΝt—n‒ tΙ ceasterfflsc ΜΟnΝ:
裸FΙΜ theor: LΟΚ—n, ΡallΡΙΜt, 裸ΡΙΙdΡeΣ来, aΝ–baΜk belΙΡ ‒ΜΙΟnd, bΟtc–eΜΝbΜΙΙm, ΡΙΜmΡΙΙd
t–e ‒ΜeΤ k—nd, Μad—Ν–, 裸ceaΝteΜæΝc来, a l—ttle ΝaΠ—ne来 (Wið ðeoreō ealhtreō wffllwyrtō weoduweaxeō
fflscrind in eorþanō cneowholenō wermod se haraō rffldicō ceasterfflscō lytel sauinan: GΜattan and
S—n‒eΜ 1952: 151, nΙ. LXXVII). T–—Ν, t–en, ΝeemΝ tΙ take wffllwyrt and ceasterfflsc tΙ denΙte
d—紿eΜent ΚlantΝ 翼 t–ΙΟ‒– t–—Ν cΙΟld be eΣΚla—ned aΝ Νemant—c ΠaΜ—at—Ιn, ΙΜ a m—Νtake aΜ—Ν—n‒
fΜΙm t–e teΣt来Ν tΜanΝm—ΝΝ—Ιn.
MΙΜe —mΚΙΜtantlΤ, t–e manΟΝcΜ—Κt fΙΜm Ιf t–e Le—den ‒lΙΝΝ —Ν Elleus ualuyrt (HeΝΝelΝ
1906: 43, nΙ. XLII.4), and t–e lemma –eΜe mΟΝt be a cΙΜΜΟΚt—Ιn, nΙt Ιf elleborus, bΟt Ιf
ebulus. S—nce mΙΝt Ιf t–e lemmata —n t–—Ν Νect—Ιn Ιf t–e Le—den GlΙΝΝaΜΤ cΙme fΜΙm SΟlΚ—c—ΟΝ
SeΠeΜΟΝ来Ν Dialogi, HeΝΝelΝ ΝΟ‒‒eΝted (1906: 102) t–at Elleus m—‒–t be a cΙΜΜΟΚt—Ιn Ιf a fΙΜm
Ιf t–e ΡΙΜd helleborus aΝ fΙΟnd —n anΙt–eΜ teΣt bΤ SΟlΚ—c—ΟΝ, –—Ν Vita Sancti Martini (SeΠeΜΟΝ
1967翌9: I.266). HΙΡeΠeΜ, HeΝΝelΝ (1906: 266) alΝΙ cΙmmented t–at 裸—t ΝeemΝ —dent—cal Ρ—t–
ebulo, ΡælΡΤΜt Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Aenigm[ata]来. T–—Ν latteΜ —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn —Ν ΝΟΜelΤ t–e cΙΜΜect Ιne:
aΝ HeΝΝelΝ nΙted, t–e ‒lΙΝΝ ebulus wffllwyrt —Ν atteΝted —n t–e late tent–- ΙΜ eaΜlΤ eleΠent–-
centΟΜΤ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ Ιn Ald–elm来Ν Enigmata —n MS BΜ—t—Ν– L—bΜaΜΤ, RΙΤal 12.C.ΣΣ——— (StΙΜk 1990:
219, R—ddle nΙ. 94), and t–e Νame Κa—Μ —Ν atteΝted —n t–e EΜfΟΜt GlΙΝΝaΜΤ (P–e—feΜ 1974: 22,
nΙ. 393), alΙn‒ Ρ—t– nΟmeΜΙΟΝ Μelated teΣtΝ (cΙmΚaΜe Hall, —n t–—Ν ΠΙlΟme, Sect—Ιn 3). T–—Ν
—Ν ΝΟΜelΤ t–e cΙΜΜect —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn Ιf t–e Le—den ‒lΙΝΝ, and t–e Μead—n‒ elleborus ualuyrt can
be d—ΝΚenΝed Ρ—t–.
W–—le I am ΟncΙnΠ—nced bΤ ΚΜeΠ—ΙΟΝ —dent—紵cat—ΙnΝ Ιf ceasterfflsc, t–en, I am ΝceΚt—cal
abΙΟt t–e ΚΜΙΝΚectΝ Ιf 紵nd—n‒ a Μel—able alteΜnat—Πe. PeΜ–aΚΝ a mΙΜe l—kelΤ cand—date —Ν t–e Ιne-
ΝΚec—eΝ ‒enΟΝ Dictamnus L., alΝΙ knΙΡn aΝ Dictamnus fraxinella (裸aΝ–-l—ke来) PeΜΝ., 裸bΟΜn—n‒
σ琳 See B—eΜbaΟmeΜ (1975翌9: I.138翌9 and II.123翌4); t–e MED, ΟndeΜ wal-wort; OED, ΟndeΜ wallwort; Dictionary
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bΟΝ–来, Ρ–ΙΝe leaΠeΝ aΜe ΠeΜΤ l—ke t–ΙΝe Ιf t–e aΝ– —n fΙΜm and aΜΜan‒ement. It ΝeemΝ tΙ be
nat—Πe ΙnlΤ tΙ mΙΜe ΝΙΟt–eΜlΤ Μe‒—ΙnΝ Ιf EΟΜΙΚe, t–ΙΟ‒– ΚeΜ–aΚΝ Ιne ΡaΤ Ιf eΣΚla—n—n‒ Ρ–Τ
a Κlant m—‒–t –aΠe been aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– Ιld RΙman fΙΜt—紵cat—ΙnΝ ΡΙΟld be tΙ ΝΟ‒‒eΝt t–at
eΣΙt—c Κlant ΝΚec—eΝ tended tΙ 紵nd t–e—Μ ΡaΤ tΙ t–eΝe –ΟbΝ Ιf demΙ‒ΜaΚ–—c and meΜcant—le
mΙΠement. EΛΟallΤ, Ρe cΙΟld ΚΜΙbablΤ dΙ ΡΙΜΝe t–an tΙ —dent—fΤ ceasterfflsc Ρ—t– fflscþrote
and ΝΙ Ρ—t– ΠeΜΠa—n. T–—Ν —Ν nΙt, I –ΙΚe, t–e laΝt ΡΙΜd Ιn ceasterfflsc. BΟt —t Ρ—ll be eΠ—dent t–at
fΟΜt–eΜ cΙnΝ—deΜat—ΙnΝ –eΜe Ρ—ll nΙt —llΟm—nate t–e Ν—‒n—紵cance Ιf An‒lΙ-Lat—n helleborus.
5. Ælfþone
T–e 紵nal leΣeme —n mΤ ΟnΜaΠell—n‒ Ιf t–e Μ—ddle Ιf Ald–elm来Ν elleborus and —tΝ denΙtat—Ιn
Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade —Ν nΙt a ‒lΙΝΝ, bΟt –aΝ been ment—Ιned abΙΠe aΝ a ΚΙΝΝ—ble ΜeaΝΙn Ρ–Τ
ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade m—‒–t –aΠe been denΙted bΤ a ‒lΙΝΝ-ΡΙΜd wedeberge Μat–eΜ t–an an eΣtant
Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜd. T–—Ν ΡΙΜd —Ν ffllfþone, Ρ–—c– —Ν atteΝted —n Old En‒l—Ν– ΙnlΤ —n t–e med—cal
teΣtΝ Ιf MS BΜ—t—Ν– L—bΜaΜΤ, RΙΤal 12 D.ΣΠ——, t–e m—d tent–-centΟΜΤ manΟΝcΜ—Κt cΙnta—n—n‒
t–e teΣtΝ knΙΡn aΝ Bald来Ν Leechbook (—n tΡΙ bΙΙkΝ) and Leechbook III.
T–e med—cal teΣtΝ t–emΝelΠeΝ ΚΜΙΠ—de nΙ eΠ—dence fΙΜ Ρ–—c– Κlant(Ν) ffllfþone denΙted,
and Ρ—t–ΙΟt ‒lΙΝΝeΝ tΙ aΝΝ—Νt ΟΝ, Ρe mΟΝt lΙΙk tΙ cΙmΚaΜat—Πe l—n‒Ο—Νt—c eΠ—dence. Ælfþone
ΝeemΝ tΙ –aΠe been an Ιld name: —tΝ ΝecΙnd element —Ν Οn—ΛΟe —n Old En‒l—Ν–, bΟt cΙ‒nate
Ρ—t– Old H—‒– GeΜman thona, 裸Π—ne, cΜeeΚeΜ来 (Althochdeutsches Wörterbuch; HΙΙΚΝ 1889: 49;
T–Οn 1969: 391翌2), ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—n‒ t–at ffllfþone —Ν aΜc–a—c, and ΙΜ—‒—nallΤ denΙted ΝΙme k—nd Ιf
Π—ne. T–e 紵ΜΝt element, ffllf (ΚlΟΜal ffllfe), —Ν t–e etΤmΙn Ιf MΙdeΜn En‒l—Ν– elf, and l—ke —t,
denΙted ΝΟΚeΜnatΟΜal be—n‒Ν (Hall 2007a; S–—ΚΚeΤ 2005; GΟnnell 2007). T–Οn, deΠelΙΚ—n‒
t–e cΙnclΟΝ—ΙnΝ Ιf HΙΙΚΝ (1889), ΙbΝeΜΠed t–at CΙnt—nental WeΝt GeΜman—c Κlant-nameΝ —n
cΙ‒nateΝ Ιf ffllf- mΙΝt cΙnΝ—ΝtentlΤ denΙte ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, Ρ–—c– 紵tΝ Ρ—t– t–e mean—n‒ Ιf
þone (T–Οn 1969: 391翌2). B—eΜbaΟmeΜ Μeac–ed t–e Νame cΙnclΟΝ—Ιn (1975翌79: I.9翌10). T–—Ν
ΜeaΝΙn—n‒ —Ν cΙmΚl—cated bΤ M—ddle En‒l—Ν– eΠ—dence: t–e fΙΜmΝ elfrone and elfyone ΡeΜe
—dent—紵ed bΤ HΟnt —n 紵fteent–-centΟΜΤ Κlant-name synonyma aΝ cΙΟnteΜΚaΜtΝ tΙ personacia,
Ρ–—c– ΡaΝ aΚΚaΜentlΤ aΚΚl—ed tΙ 裸laΜ‒e-leaΠed ΚlantΝ —ncl[Οd—n‒] bΟΜdΙck, beet, ΡateΜ-l—lΤ,
daΜnel来 (HΟnt 1989: 202). Elfyone, at leaΝt, ΝeemΝ ceΜta—nlΤ tΙ be a (ΝcΜ—ballΤ cΙΜΜΟΚted) Μe絆eΣ
Ιf ffllfþone, denΙt—n‒ ΝΙmet–—n‒ ΛΟ—te Οnl—ke ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade.
AnΙt–eΜ ΜeleΠant M—ddle En‒l—Ν– Κlant-name —Ν elf-thung, cΙmΚaΜed Ρ—t– ffllfþone bΤ
bΙt– t–e MED (ΟndeΜ elf-thung) and t–e DOE (ΟndeΜ ffllf-þone). In t–—Ν Μead—n‒, ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ,
ffllfþone来Ν aΜc–a—c and ΙΚaΛΟe ΝecΙnd element came tΙ be ΜeΚlaced Ρ—t– a ΚΜΙdΟct—Πe ‒eneΜ—c
mean—n‒ 裸ΚΙ—ΝΙnΙΟΝ Κlant来. MΙΜeΙΠeΜ, bΙt– atteΝtat—ΙnΝ aΝΝΙc—ate elf-thung Ρ—t– elleborus. T–e
eaΜl—eΜ and mΙΝt ΚeΜt—nent —Ν an annΙtat—Ιn made bΤ t–e ΜenΙΡned 裸TΜemΟlΙΟΝ WΙΜceΝteΜ
ScΜ—be来 tΙ t–e eleΠent–-centΟΜΤ cΙΚΤ Ιf t–e Old En‒l—Ν– Herbarium —n MS OΣfΙΜd, BΙdle—an
L—bΜaΜΤ, HattΙn 76 aΜΙΟnd t–e 紵ΜΝt –alf Ιf t–e t–—Μteent– centΟΜΤ (Νee FΜanΥen 1991: 66翌9).
T–e annΙtat—Ιn, Ιn fΙl—Ι 112Μ, aΚΚeaΜΝ tΙ add elueþunge tunsingwurt (CΜaΡfΙΜd 1928: 21) aΝ
t–e t—tle fΙΜ t–e Old En‒l—Ν– entΜΤ 裸T–—Ν Κlant, Ρ–—c– —Ν called elleborus albus, and bΤ anΙt–eΜ
name tunsingwyrt, and [Ρ–—c–] ΝΙme ΚeΙΚle alΝΙ call wedeberge ‒ΜΙΡΝ Ιn mΙΟnta—nΝ, and —t
–aΝ leaΠeΝ l—ke an all—Οm来 (Ðeos wyrt þe man elleborum album 酌 oðrum naman tunsincgwyrt
nemneð 酌 eac sume men wedeberge hatað byð cenned on dunumō 酌 heo hafað leaf leace gelice;
of the Older Scottish Tongue (DOST), ΟndeΜ Walworte; and cΙmΚaΜe t–e DOE, ΟndeΜ ellen-wyrt.
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De VΜ—end 1984: 180; Νee fΟΜt–eΜ Hall, —n t–—Ν ΠΙlΟme).σσ HΙΡeΠeΜ, deΝΚ—te t–e ΙΠeΜlaΚ Ιf
fΙΜm betΡeen t–eΝe M—ddle En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜdΝ and ffllfþone, Μat–eΜ l—ttle can be made Ιf t–—Ν lateΜ
eΠ—dence. W–—le t–eΜe —Ν nΙ ΜeaΝΙn tΙ dΙΟbt t–at ffllfþone来Ν M—ddle En‒l—Ν– Μe絆eΣ elf-thone
cΙΟld denΙte ΚlantΝ ent—ΜelΤ Οnl—ke ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, —t —Ν alΝΙ cleaΜ t–at t–eΝe ΚlantΝ dΙ nΙt
紵t Ρ—t– t–e etΤmΙlΙ‒—cal mean—n‒ Ιf -þone. T–e denΙtat—Ιn Ιf ffllfþone mΟΝt –aΠe Ν–—fted
fΜΙm 裸Π—ne来 tΙ Ιt–eΜ k—ndΝ Ιf ΚlantΝ dΟΜ—n‒ t–e med—eΠal En‒l—Ν– ΚeΜ—Ιd, and Ρe cannΙt be ΝΟΜe
Ρ–en. T–e denΙtat—Ιn Ιf elf-thung, l—keΡ—Νe, cΙΟld be d—Νtant fΜΙm ffllfþone来Ν eaΜlΤ mean—n‒Ν
翼 a cΙnclΟΝ—Ιn encΙΟΜa‒ed bΤ t–e d—紿eΜ—n‒ —nteΜΚΜetat—ΙnΝ Ιf elleborus atteΝted —n lateΜ Old
En‒l—Ν– (Νee Hall, —n t–—Ν ΠΙlΟme). HeΜe, I deΠelΙΚ t–e –ΤΚΙt–eΝ—Ν t–at —n ΙΟΜ Old En‒l—Ν–
med—cal teΣtΝ, t–e mean—n‒ Ιf ffllfþone ΡaΝ cΙnΝeΜΠat—Πe 翼 and t–at, alt–ΙΟ‒– Ρe cannΙt be
ceΜta—n, —t denΙted ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade.
Ælfþone aΚΚeaΜΝ aΝ an —n‒Μed—ent —n a bat– —n Sect—Ιn 47 Ιf Leechbook III, aΝ ΚaΜt Ιf a
lΙn‒ ΝeΜ—eΝ Ιf Μemed—eΝ Wiþ lyftadle, Ρ–—c– aΚΚeaΜΝ tΙ mean 裸a‒a—nΝt ΚaΜalΤΝ—Ν来 (BΙΝΡΙΜt–
1898, ΟndeΜ lyft-ádl). HΙΡeΠeΜ, ΙΟΜ ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒ Ιf t–e cΙnnΙtat—ΙnΝ Ιf lyftadl —Ν ΚΙΙΜ 翼 aΝ
ΚeΜ–aΚΝ ΡeΜe An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn ΟndeΜΝtand—n‒Ν Ιf t–e cΙnd—t—ΙnΝ Ρ–—c– lyftadl denΙted (cΙmΚaΜe
CameΜΙn 1993: 14, 95)翼 and t–e ΜemedΤ eΣ–—b—tΝ tΙΙmanΤ cΙmΚΙnentΝ fΙΜmΟc– tΙ bemade
Ιf —t. MΙΜe ΜeΠeal—n‒lΤ, ffllfþone —Ν alΝΙ ΚΜeΝcΜ—bed —n tΡΙ bat–Ν (Ρ–—c– maΤ be d—Νtant teΣtΟal
Μelat—ΠeΝ Ιf Ιne anΙt–eΜ) fΙΜ t–e cΙnd—t—Ιn Ιf micel lic. One ΙccΟΜΝ —n Bald来Ν Leechbook II,
Sect—Ιn 32: 裸Bat– a‒a—nΝt t–e micel lic: elecamΚane, bΜΙΙm, —ΠΤ, mΟ‒ΡΙΜt, ffllfþone, –enbane,
mallΙΡ, efenlaste; bΙ—l Ρell —n ΡateΜ, ΚΙΟΜ —ntΙ a tΟb and Ν—t —n —t来 (Bfflþ wiþ þam miclan lice
eolone brom . i腺g . mucwyrt ffllfþone . beolone . cottuc . efelastan wyl on wffltere swiþe geot
on bydene 酌 sitte on; WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 29Π). T–e Ιt–eΜ aΚΚeaΜΝ —n Leechbook III, Sect—Ιn
26, a Νect—Ιn deΠΙted tΙ Μemed—eΝ fΙΜ micel lic. EΜΜΙneΙΟΝlΤ ‒—Π—n‒ bið fΙΜ bfflð, t–e ΜemedΤ —n
ΛΟeΝt—Ιn ΝaΤΝ 裸Make a bat– a‒a—nΝt t–e micel lic: elecamΚane, ffllfþone, ?–ΙΜe–ΙΟnd, centaΟΜΤ,
eldeΜ-tΡ—‒Ν and Ιak-tΡ—‒Ν; bΙ—l Ρell —n ΡateΜ and bat–e t–e bΙdΤ —n —t, ΠeΜΤ –Ιt来 (Wyrc bið wiþ
þam miclan lice . elene . ffllfþone . marubie . curmealle . ellentanas . 酌 actanas wyl swiðe on
wffltre 酌 beþe on swiðe hatum þfflt lic; WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 116Π). W–at micel lic cΙΟld denΙte
—Ν ΟnfΙΜtΟnatelΤ ΟncleaΜ. L—teΜallΤ, t–e teΜm meanΝ 裸laΜ‒e bΙdΤ来, Ρ–—c– m—‒–t mΙΝt ΙbΠ—ΙΟΝlΤ
Μe絆ect laΜ‒e-Νcale —n絆ammat—Ιn; t–—Ν ΜeaΝΙn—n‒, and a ΝcatteΜ Ιf mΙΜe ΝΚec—紵c eΠ—dence —n
ΙΟΜ med—cal teΣtΝ, ΝΟ‒‒eΝtΝ t–e —dent—紵cat—Ιn Ιf t–e a—lment Ρ—t– eleΚ–ant—aΝ—Ν, and, Ν—nce
eleΚ–ant—aΝ—Ν ΡaΝ cΙnnected leΣ—callΤ and cΙnceΚtΟallΤ Ρ—t– leΚΜΙΝΤ —nmΟc–med—eΠal t–ΙΟ‒–t,
ΚeΜ–aΚΝ alΝΙ mΙΜe ‒eneΜallΤ Ρ—t– leΚΜΙΝΤ and a—lmentΝ Ρ—t– Ν—m—laΜ ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ ΝΟc– aΝ ΚΝΙΜ—aΝ—Ν
ΙΜ Νcab—eΝ (H—lle 1969; and cΙmΚaΜe L—beΜman 2002; Lee 2006: 69翌70, 72翌5). It maΤ be
Ν—‒n—紵cant —n t–—Ν cΙnnect—Ιn, t–en, t–at t–eΜe aΜe ΝΙme –—ntΝ t–at An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn elΠeΝ ΡeΜe
t–ΙΟ‒–t tΙ caΟΝe cΟtaneΙΟΝ a—lmentΝ, Ρ–—c– m—‒–t 紵t Ρ—t– t–e ΚΙΝΝ—ble Ρ—deΜ aΝΝΙc—at—ΙnΝ Ιf
micel lic (Hall 2007a: 106翌9).
In add—t—Ιn tΙ t–e eΠ—dence addΟced bΤ H—lle, —t —Ν ΚeΜ–aΚΝ alΝΙ ΡΙΜt– nΙt—n‒ t–at micel lic
—Ν ment—Ιned —n t–e cΙntentΝ l—Νt Ιf Bald来Ν Leechbook II, —n t–e entΜΤ fΙΜ Sect—Ιn 61, Ρ–ΙΝe
cΙΜΜeΝΚΙnd—n‒ ma—n teΣt —Ν nΙΡ lΙΝt: 裸RemedΤ a‒a—nΝt jaΟnd—ce and micel lic, and tΡΙ ΡΙΟnd-
dΜ—nkΝ, and t–e ΝecΙnd Ρ—ll ΝeΜΠe a‒a—nΝt a lΟn‒-ΡΙΟnd alΝΙ来 (Lfflcedom wiþ þfflre geolwanadle
酌 wið þfflm miclan lice . 酌 dolhdrencas twegen 酌 oþer mfflg wiþ lungenwunde eac; fΙl—Ι 64Μ).
HeΜe —t aΚΚeaΜΝ t–at micel lic and geolu adl, Ρ–—c– —Ν aΝΝΟmed tΙ be jaΟnd—ce, aΜe tΜeated
Ρ—t– t–e Νame ΜemedΤ, ΝΟ‒‒eΝt—n‒ ΝΙme Ν—m—laΜ—tΤ 翼 Ιne ΚaΜalleled, and ΚeΜ–aΚΝ —nΝΚ—Μed,
σσ De VΜ—end Μead nΙt elueþunge, bΟt clucþunge; I –aΠe nΙt been able tΙ cΙnΝΟlt t–e manΟΝcΜ—Κt. Clucþunge —Ν nΙt a
ΡΙΜd, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, and t–ΙΟ‒– —t cΙΟld be an eΜΜΙΜ fΙΜ clufþunge, elueþunge ΝeemΝ l—kel—eΜ tΙ ΟndeΜl—e t–e Μead—n‒Ν
Ιf CΜaΡfΙΜd (1928) and De VΜ—end (1984).
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bΤ IΝ—dΙΜe Ιf SeΠ—lle来Ν jΟΣtaΚΙΝ—t—Ιn Ιf eleΚ–ant—aΝ—Ν, leΚΜΙΝΤ and jaΟnd—ce —n –—Ν Etymologiae
(IΝ—dΙΜe Ιf SeΠ—lle 1911: I; Bk IV.Π———.10翌13). Alt–ΙΟ‒– nΙt mΟc– can be made Ιf —t, t–—Ν
maΤ be Ν—‒n—紵cant becaΟΝe a deta—led deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn Ιf ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ —n t–e Leechbook III ΜemedΤ
裸If ΝΙmeΙne –aΝ an elf-sogoða来 (Gif him bið ffllfsogoða), Ρ–eΜe sogoða aΚΚaΜentlΤ denΙteΝ
ΝΙme ΝΙΜt Ιf —nteΜnal Κa—n, ΝeemΝ cleaΜlΤ tΙ deΝcΜ—be jaΟnd—ce, t–ΟΝ l—nk—n‒ jaΟnd—ce Ρ—t–
elΠeΝ (WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 124Π; Hall 2007a: 105翌6; cΙmΚaΜe McGΙΡan 2009, 118).
One ΚΙΝΝ—ble cΙnclΟΝ—Ιn fΜΙm t–—Ν cΙnΝ—deΜat—Ιn Ιfmicel lic, t–en, —Ν t–at t–e ΟΝe Ιfffllfþone
—n Μemed—eΝ fΙΜ micel lic maΤ Μe絆ect t–e ΟΝe Ιf a Κlant Ρ—t– ffllf —n t–e name tΙ –eal —llneΝΝeΝ
Ρ–—c– m—‒–t be caΟΝed bΤ elΠeΝ. MΙΜe ceΜta—nlΤ, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, cΙmΚΙnentΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade
–aΠe been Ν–ΙΡn tΙ be e紿ect—Πe aΝ cΤclΙ-ΙΣΤ‒enaΝe —n–—b—tΙΜΝ, mak—n‒ t–em tΙ at leaΝt ΝΙme
eΣtent e紿ect—Πe —n l—m—t—n‒ —n絆ammat—Ιn (TΟnón, OlaΠΝdΙtteΜ and BΙ–l—n 1995; Jä‒‒— et al.
2004; and cΙmΚaΜe B—ΜneΝΝeΜ, Kle—n and We—ΝeΜ 2003). CΙnce—ΠablΤ, Ιf cΙΟΜΝe, t–eΤ ΡΙΟld
–aΠe been mΙΜe e紿ect—Πe —n cΙmb—nat—Ιn Ρ—t– t–e Ιt–eΜ —n‒Μed—entΝ l—Νted —n t–e Μemed—eΝ (Ιne
m—‒–t nΙte —n ΚaΝΝ—n‒ t–at all t–e Old En‒l—Ν– Μemed—eΝ ment—Ιn—n‒ ffllfþone alΝΙ cΙnta—n elene
裸elecamΚane来 (Inula helenium L.)). MeanΡ–—le, ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade –aΝ cl—n—callΤ demΙnΝtΜated
ΚΙtent—al tΙ alleΠ—ate ecΥema and neΟΜΙdeΜmat—t—Ν (N—edneΜ 1996), bΙt– Ιf Ρ–—c– m—‒–t –aΠe
been ΜeleΠant tΙ t–e cΟtaneΙΟΝ a—lmentΝ Ρ—t– Ρ–—c– micel lic —Ν aΝΝΙc—ated. T–e Μan‒e Ιf
ΚΜΙblemΝ fΙΜ ΟΝ—n‒ t–—Ν k—nd Ιf data —n aΝΝeΝΝ—n‒ t–e cl—n—cal e紿ect—ΠeneΝΝ Ιf An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn
med—c—ne —Ν ΝΟbΝtant—al. BΟt t–e t–eΙΜet—cal ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—tΤ t–at ffllfþone m—‒–t –aΠe cΙntΜ—bΟted tΙ
ΜedΟc—n‒ t–e ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ Ιf micel lic —Ν cleaΜ.
Ælfþone alΝΙ aΚΚeaΜΝ —n anΙt–eΜ tΡΙ Μemed—eΝ, Ρ–—c– Νeem l—kelΤ tΙ be d—Νtant teΣtΟal
Μelat—ΠeΝ, andΡ–—c– aΜe alΝΙ Ν—m—laΜ tΙ a t–—Μd ΜemedΤ —nLeechbook III tΙ be cΙnΝ—deΜed Ν–ΙΜtlΤ.
T–e 紵ΜΝt aΚΚeaΜΝ —n Leechbook II, Sect—Ιn 53: 裸AΝ a leoht drenc: ffllfþone, ?cΙckle, betΙnΤ,
t–e clΙΠed leΝΝeΜ celand—ne, ?caΜl—ne t–—Νtle, heahhioloþe, ?lΟΚ—n, tΡΙ Νl—ceΝ Ιf elecamΚane,
?bΟΜdΙck, Κlanta—n, ?Μad—Ν–, ?Ρ—ld ‒aΜl—c; tΙ Ρet t–em let –alf be –ΙlΤ ΡateΜ, –alf cleaΜ
ale来 (To leohtum drence ffllfþonan gyþrifan . betonican þa clufyhtan wenwyrt . eoforþrotan .
heahhioloþan . ealehtran eolonan twa snfflda . clatan . wegbrffldan . ontre . cropleac to wffltan
healf halig wfflter . healf sie hluttor eala; WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 102Π). T–e ΝecΙnd —Ν —n Leechbook
III, Sect—Ιn 68, —dent—紵ed —n t–e cΙntentΝ l—Νt aΝ 裸A leoht drenc a‒a—nΝt a wedenheort来 (Wiþ
wedenheorte leoht drenc; WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 111Μ), and ΜΟnn—n‒ aΝ fΙllΙΡΝ (WΜ—‒–t 1955:
fΙl—ΙΝ 126Π翌127Μ):
Leoht drenc wiþ wedenheorte elehtre . bisceopwyrt ffllfþone . elene . cropleac . hind
hioloþe . ontre . clate . nim þas wyrta þonne dfflg 了 niht scade . sing fflrest on ciricean
letania . 了 credan . 了 pater noster . gang mid þy sange to þam wyrtum ymbga hie þriwa
fflr þu hie nime . 了 ga eft to ciricean gesing . xii . mfflssan ofer þam wyrtum þonne þu hie
ofgoten hfflbbeō
a leoht drenc a‒a—nΝt a wedenheort: ?lΟΚ—n, betΙnΤ, ffllfþone, elecamΚane, ?Ρ—ld ‒aΜl—c,
hind hioloþe, ?Μad—Ν–, ?‒ΙΙΝe-‒ΜaΝΝ. Take t–eΝe ΚlantΝ Ρ–en daΤ and n—‒–t ΝeΚaΜate; Ν—n‒
紵ΜΝt ΙΠeΜ t–em t–e l—tanΤ, cΜeed and pater noster —n a c–ΟΜc–; Ρalk alΙn‒ Ρ—t– t–at ΝΙn‒
tΙ t–ΙΝe ΚlantΝ; Ρalk ΜΙΟnd t–em t–Μee t—meΝ befΙΜe ΤΙΟ take t–em; and Ρalk back tΙ t–e
c–ΟΜc–; Ν—n‒ 12 maΝΝeΝ ΙΠeΜ t–ΙΝe ΚlantΝ Ρ–en ΤΙΟ –aΠe ΝΙaked t–em.
CΙΟnt—n‒ heahhioloþan —n t–e fΙΜmeΜ teΣt aΝ a meΜe ΠaΜ—ant Ιf hind hioloþe —n t–e latteΜ, all
bΟt Ιne Ιf t–e e—‒–t Κlant-nameΝ l—Νted —n t–e latteΜ c—tat—Ιn aΜe —nclΟded —n t–e fΙΜmeΜ; t–e
Μema—n—n‒ Κlant-name —n t–e latteΜ —Ν bisceopwyrt, Ρ–—c– ΝeemΝ tΙ be a ΝΤnΙnΤm Ιf betonice
—n t–e fΙΜmeΜ (bΙt– denΙt—n‒ betΙnΤ, Stachys o船cinalis (L.) TΜeΠ—Ν.; Νee DOE). A cΙmmΙn
ΙΜ—‒—n fΙΜ t–eΝe Μemed—eΝ, t–en, ΝeemΝ l—kelΤ.
T–e Leechbook III ΠeΜΝ—Ιn Ιf t–e ΜemedΤ —Ν deΝ—‒nated aΝ Wiþ wedenheorte. T–e mean—n‒
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Ιf wedenheort —Ν elΟc—dated bΤ —tΝ betteΜ atteΝted deΜ—Πat—Πe wedenheortness, de紵ned bΤ
BΙΝΡΙΜt– and TΙlleΜ aΝ 裸MadneΝΝ, fΜenΥΤ, fΟΜΤ来 (BΙΝΡΙΜt– 1898, —nclΟd—n‒ t–e 1921 ΝΟΚΚle-
ment bΤ TΙlleΜ; cΙmΚaΜe wéden(d)-seóc). MΙΜe tell—n‒ a‒a—n, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, —Ν anΙt–eΜ ΜemedΤ
Wiþ wedenheorte, —n Bald来Ν Leechbook I, Sect—Ιn 63, Ρ–—c– mΟΝt be anΙt–eΜ teΣtΟal Μelat—Ιn
Ιf Wiþ wedenheorte leoht drenc jΟΝt ΛΟΙted fΜΙm Leechbook III: 裸A‒a—nΝt a wedenheort:
betΙnΤ, ?lΟΚ—n, ?centaΟΜΤ, eoforfearn, ?cΙckle, heah hioloþe Ρ–en daΤ and n—‒–t ΝeΚaΜate;
t–en Ν—n‒ l—tan—eΝ —n a c–ΟΜc– 翼 t–at —Ν t–e nameΝ Ιf t–e Νa—ntΝ and t–e pater noster来 (Wiþ
wedenheorte bisceopwyrt . elehtre . banwyrt . eoforfearn . giþrife . heahhioloþe þonne dfflg
scade 酌 niht þonne sing þu on ciricean letanias þfflt is þara haligra naman 酌 ΚateΜ nΙΝteΜ;WΜ—‒–t
1955: fΙl—Ι 52Μ). HeΜe t–e ΜemedΤ ΙccΟΜΝ aΝ Ιne Ιf a ‒ΜΙΟΚ 裸FΙΜ a 紵end-Ν—ck ΚeΜΝΙn: Ρ–en
t–e/a deΠ—l nΙΟΜ—Ν–eΝ a man ΙΜ cΙntΜΙlΝ –—m fΜΙm Ρ—t–—n Ρ—t– —llneΝΝ来 (Wiþ feondseocum men
. þonne deofol þone monnan fede oððe hine innan gewealde mid adle; WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—Ι 51Π).
In Bald来Ν Leechbook, t–en, t–e ΚeΜΝΙn Ρ—t– a wedenheort —Ν —dent—紵ed Ρ—t– t–e d—abΙl—callΤ
ΚΙΝΝeΝΝed. Alt–ΙΟ‒– An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn elΠeΝ aΜe neΠeΜ aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– t–e teΜm wedenheort, t–e—Μ
caΚac—tΤ tΙ —n絆—ct madneΝΝ ΙΜ Ν—m—laΜ ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ —Ν Ρell atteΝted (Hall 2007a: 119翌56). It —Ν alΝΙ
nΙteΡΙΜt–Τ, Ιf cΙΟΜΝe, t–at t–—Ν ΝΤmΚtΙm —Ν l—nked leΣ—callΤ Ρ—t– wedeberge. If wedeberge —Ν a
ΝΤnΙnΤm Ιf ffllfþone, —t ΝeemΝ aΚΚΜΙΚΜ—ate t–at —t ΡaΝ l—nked Ρ—t– a Νtate Ρ—t– Ρ–ΙΝe tΜeatment
ffllfþone —Ν lateΜ aΝΝΙc—ated.
L—teΜallΤ, leoht drenc cΙΟld e—t–eΜ mean Ιne Ρ–—c– —Ν nΙt –eaΠΤ, ΙΜ Ιne Ρ–—c– —Ν bΜ—‒–t ΙΜ
ΚeΜ–aΚΝ cleaΜ; bΟt t–e teΜm m—‒–t cΙnnΙte ΝΙmet–—n‒ mΙΜe ΝΚec—紵c. AΝ CaΜΙle B—‒‒am –aΝ
ΚΙ—nted ΙΟt tΙ me, an ΙΜ—‒—nallΤ ΝΟbΝtant—Πe ΟΝa‒e Ιf t–e ΚlΟΜal adject—Πe leohte 裸nΙt –eaΠΤ来 –ad
‒—Πen Μ—Νe bΤ t–e eaΜlΤ M—ddle En‒l—Ν– ΚeΜ—Ιd tΙ a nΙΟn mean—n‒ 裸lΟn‒(Ν)来 (OED ΟndeΜ lights;
MED ΟndeΜ lightes). W–—le —t ΝeemΝ cleaΜ t–at leoht —n t–e Κ–ΜaΝe leoht drenc —Ν fΟnct—Ιn—n‒ aΝ
an adject—Πe, —t m—‒–t nΙnet–eleΝΝ –aΠe a ΝenΝe –eΜe l—ke 裸lΟn‒-Μelated来. UnfΙΜtΟnatelΤ, —t —Ν –aΜd
tΙ be ΝΟΜe. T–e entΜΤ —n Leechbook II 来Ν cΙntentΝ l—Νt fΙΜ t–e Νect—Ιn cΙnta—n—n‒ t–—Ν leoht drenc
ΜeadΝ 裸Remed—eΝ and leohte drencas fΙΜ t–e –ealt–/–eal—n‒ Ιf ΚeΙΚle and ?ΠΙm—t-ΚΜeΠent—Ιn
dΜ—nkΝ a‒a—nΝt ΟnΡell —nΝ—deΝ, e—‒–t ΚΜeΝcΜ—Κt—ΙnΝ来 (Lfflcedomas 酌 leohte drencas mannum to
hffllo 酌 unspiule drenceas wiþ untrumum innoþum eahta crfflftas; fΙl—Ι 63Μ). Of t–eΝe e—‒–t
Μemed—eΝ, fΙΟΜ aΜe ΝΚec—紵callΤ leohte drencas, and ΝΙme ΝΙΜt Ιf aΝΝΙc—at—Ιn Ρ—t– ΜemedΤ—n‒
d—‒eΝt—Πe tΜΙΟbleΝ ΝeemΝ cleaΜ, t–ΙΟ‒– —t maΤ nΙt –aΠe been eΣclΟΝ—Πe. T–e cΙllΙcat—Ιn leoht
drenc ΙccΟΜΝ elΝeΡ–eΜe —n Leechbook II, bΟt at nΙ ΚΙ—nt —Ν —t mΟc– elΟc—dated.
NΙtΡ—t–Νtand—n‒ t–e—Μ ΙbΝcΟΜ—tΤ, –ΙΡeΠeΜ, t–eΝe teΣtΝ cΙnnect Ρ—t– a fΟΜt–eΜ ΜemedΤ
ment—Ιn—n‒ ffllfþone. T–—Ν ΙccΟΜΝ —n Sect—Ιn 64 Ιf Leechbook III, a feΡ Νect—ΙnΝ eaΜl—eΜ t–an t–e
Leoht drenc wiþ weden heorte. It ΜΟnΝ 裸A ΝΡeet/m—ld dΜ—nk a‒a—nΝt t–e/a deΠ—l and fΙΜ ΝΙmeΙne
ΙΟt Ιf t–e—Μ m—nd: ΚΟt cassuc, lΟΚ—n, caΜΜΙt, fennel, ?Μad—Ν–, betΙnΤ, hind heoloþe, Ρ—ld celeΜΤ,
ΜΟe, ΡΙΜmΡΙΙd, cat来Ν m—nt, elecamΚane, ffllfþone, Ρ—ld teaΝel —n ale; Ν—n‒ 12 maΝΝeΝ ΙΠeΜ t–at
dΜ—nk and dΜ—nk —t. He Ρ—ll ΝΙΙn be Ρell来 (Wiþ deo舛e liþe drenc 7 ungemynde do on ealu cassuc .
elehtran moran . 腺nul ontre . betonice . hind heoloþe . merce rude . wermod . nefte . elene
. ffllfþone . wulfes comb . gesing . xii . mfflssan ofer þam drence 7 drince him biþ sona sel; WΜ—‒–t
1955: fΙl—Ι 125Π). Liðe ΝeemΝ nΙt tΙ –aΠe anΤ ΝΚec—紵c cΙnnΙtat—ΙnΝ —n a med—cal cΙnteΣt, bΟt
t–—Ν maΤ Ν—mΚlΤ Μe絆ect ΙΟΜ lack Ιf eΠ—dence; —f Ρe aΜe tΙ take —t aΝ a (ΚaΜt—al) ΝΤnΙnΤm Ιf leoht
drenc, —t ΡΙΟld ΝΟΚΚΙΜt a mean—n‒ Ιf 裸l—‒–t, m—ld dΜ—nk来 fΙΜ bΙt– teΜmΝ. E—t–eΜ ΡaΤ, Ρe Ιnce
mΙΜe 紵nd ffllfþone ΟΝed a‒a—nΝt t–e deΠ—l; t–e l—tΟΜ‒—cal cΙntent Ιf t–e ΜemedΤ —Ν Μem—n—Νcent
Ιf Wiþ wedenheorte leoht drenc; and beΝ—deΝ ffllfþone, —t Ν–aΜeΝ ontre, betonice(~bisceopwyrt),
hind(~heah) heoloþe and elene Ρ—t– t–e tΡΙ leohte drencas.
Ælfþone, t–en, —Ν clΙΝelΤ aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– ΜemedΤ—n‒ a wedenheort. It ΝeemΝ l—kelΤ, Ιnce
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mΙΜe, t–at adm—n—ΝteΜed —n cΙΜΜect dΙΝeΝ, ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade cΙΟld –aΠe been cl—n—callΤ e紿ect—Πe
—n t–—Ν. PΜec—ΝelΤ Ρ–at cl—n—cal ΝΤmΚtΙmΝwedenheortnessm—‒–t be aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– —Ν nΙt cleaΜ.
Dendle –aΝ aΜ‒Οed t–at eΚ—leΚΝΤ maΤ be at leaΝt Ιne Ιf t–e cΙnd—t—ΙnΝ denΙted bΤ t–e teΜm,
ΚΙΝ—t—n‒ t–at t–e elehtre (裸lΟΚ—n来, Lupinus albus L.) ΚΜeΝcΜ—bed —n ΝΙme Ιf t–e ΜeleΠant Μemed—eΝ
cΙΟld –aΠe –elΚed t–—Ν cΙnd—t—Ιn, ΚaΜt—cΟlaΜlΤ bΤ Μect—fΤ—n‒ man‒aneΝe de紵c—enc—eΝ (2001).
FeΠeΜ —Ν anΙt–eΜ ΚΙΝΝ—ble denΙtat—Ιn, Ρ–—c– cΙΟld ceΜta—nlΤ be aΝcΜ—bed tΙ elΠeΝ bΤ An‒lΙ-
SaΣΙnΝ (Hall 2007a: 121翌9), and fΙΜ Ρ–—c– ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade –aΝ been ΚΜeΝcΜ—bed —nWeΝteΜn
tΜad—t—Ιnal med—c—ne (fΙΜ eΣamΚle, TΟnón, OlaΠΝdΙtteΜ and BΙ–l—n 1995: 67). T–e knΙΡn ant—-
—n絆ammatΙΜΤ ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade encΙΟΜa‒e t–e —nfeΜence t–at —t Ν–ΙΟld –aΠe been
e紿ect—Πe a‒a—nΝt feΠeΜ tΙ ΝΙme de‒Μee.W–ateΠeΜ t–e caΝe, ΝΙme ΝΙΜt Ιf a‒—tat—Ιn ΝeemΝ a l—kelΤ
ΝΤmΚtΙm Ιf awedenheort, ΝΙ alt–ΙΟ‒– t–eΤ –aΠe nΙt tΙmΤ knΙΡled‒e been ΝΟbjected tΙ Μecent
cl—n—cal teΝtΝ, t–e m—ld naΜcΙt—c ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ Ρ–—c– aΜe Ρ—delΤ atteΝted fΙΜ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade —n
mΙdeΜn –eΜbalΝ (fΙΜ eΣamΚle, M—llΝΚaΟ‒– 1892: 484; We—ΝΝ and F—ntelmann 2000: 249; Allen
and Hat紵eld 2004: 198翌9) maΤ –aΠe been Ιf ΟΝe.
T–e Μemed—eΝ —n Leechbook III jΟΝt ΛΟΙted, Wiþ deo舛e liþe drenc —n Sect—Ιn 64 and Leoht
drenc wiþ weden heorte —n Sect—Ιn 68, fΙΜm ΚaΜt Ιf a laΜ‒eΜ ΝeΛΟence a‒a—nΝt Ρ–at JΙllΤ called
裸m—nd-alteΜ—n‒ a絖—ct—ΙnΝ来, ΜΟnn—n‒ fΜΙm Sect—ΙnΝ 54 tΙ 68 (fΙl—ΙΝ 122Π翌127Μ; JΙllΤ 1996:
133; cΙmΚaΜe Hall 2007a: 119翌30; Pell 2011). In t–—Ν ΝeΛΟence tΙΙ cΙmeΝ t–e laΝt and mΙΝt
ΚΜΙm—nent Ιf ΙΟΜ Μemed—eΝ atteΝt—n‒ tΙffllfþone. Leechbook III, Sect—Ιn 62 (WΜ—‒–t 1955: fΙl—ΙΝ
123Π翌124Μ) ΜΟnΝ:
Vvið ffllfadle nim bisceopwyrt . 腺nul . elehtre . ffllfþonan nioþowearde. 了 gehalgodes cristes
mfflles ragu . 了 stor do ffllcre handfulle . bebind ealle þa wyrta on claþe bedyp on fontwffltre
gehalgodum þriwa . Eft wiþ þonō lege under weofod þas wyrte lfflt gesingan ofer . viiii . mffls-
san . recels . halig sealt . iii . heafod cropleaces ffllfþonan nioþewearde . elenan . nim on
morgen scenc fulne meoluce dryp þriwa haliges wfflteres on supe swa he hatost mfflge . ete
mid . iii . snfflda ffllfþonan 了 þonne he restan wille hfflbbe gleda þfflr inne lege stor 了ffllfþonan
on þa gleda . 了 rec hine mid þfflt he swfflte 了 þfflt hus geond rec 了 georne þone man gesena
. 了 þonne he on reste gange ete . iii . snfflda eolenan . 了 . iii . cropleaces . 了 . iii . sealtes . 了
hfflbbe him scenc fulne ealað 了 drype þriwa halig wfflter on . besupe ffllce snffld . gereste
hine siþþan . do þis . viiii . morgenas . 酌 viii . niht him biþ sona sel.
A‒a—nΝt ffllfadl take betΙnΤ, fennel, ?lΟΚ—n, ffllfþone fΜΙm lΙΡ dΙΡn, and l—c–en fΜΙm t–e
bleΝΝed Ν—‒n Ιf C–Μ—Νt; and add a –andfΟl Ιf eac– —ncenΝe. B—nd all t–eΝe ΚlantΝ —n a clΙt–;
d—Κ —t —n fΙnt-ΡateΜ Ρ–—c– –aΝ been bleΝΝed t–Μee t—meΝ. AlΝΙ a‒a—nΝt t–at, laΤ t–eΝe ΚlantΝ
ΟndeΜ an altaΜ and –aΠe 9maΝΝeΝ ΝΟn‒ ΙΠeΜ t–em: —ncenΝe, –ΙlΤ Νalt, 3 –eadΝ Ιf ?Ρ—ld ‒aΜl—c,
ffllfþone fΜΙm lΙΡ dΙΡn, elecampane; take —n t–emΙΜn—n‒ a cΟΚfΟl Ιf m—lk; add t–Μee dΜΙΚΝ
Ιf –ΙlΤ ΡateΜ; [let –—m] Ν—Κ —t aΝ –Ιt aΝ –e canmana‒e; eat Ρ—t– —t 3 Κ—eceΝ/Νl—ceΝ Ιfffllfþone.
And Ρ–en –e deΝ—ΜeΝ tΙ ΜeΝt, Κlace –Ιt embeΜΝ —n t–eΜe; Κlace —ncenΝe and ffllfþone Ιn t–e
embeΜΝ, and fΟm—‒ate –—m Ρ—t– —t ΝΙ t–at –e ΝΡeatΝ, and fΟm—‒ate t–ΜΙΟ‒–ΙΟt t–e –ΙΟΝe,
and make t–e Ν—‒n Ιf t–e cΜΙΝΝ ΙΠeΜ t–at ΚeΜΝΙn t–ΙΜΙΟ‒–lΤ. And Ρ–en –e ‒ΙeΝ tΙ ΜeΝt, eat
3 Νl—ceΝ Ιf elecampane and 3 Ιf ?Ρ—ld ‒aΜl—c and 3 Ιf Νalt, and –aΠe fΙΜ –—m a cΟΚ fΟll Ιf
ale, and ΚΟt t–Μee dΜΙΚΝ Ιf –ΙlΤ ΡateΜ —n —t. SΡallΙΡ eac– Νl—ce; let –—m ΜeΝt afteΜΡaΜdΝ.
DΙ t–—Ν fΙΜ 9 mΙΜn—n‒Ν and 8 n—‒–tΝ. He Ρ—ll ΝΙΙn be Ρell.
Ælfadl ΝeemΝ l—kelΤ tΙ be a ‒eneΜal teΜm denΙt—n‒ anΤ a—lment caΟΝed bΤ ffllfe (Hall 2007a:
105), ΝΙ —t —Ν –aΜd tΙ make jΟd‒ementΝ aΝ tΙ ffllfþone来Ν cl—n—cal e紿ect—ΠeneΝΝ –eΜe. T–—Ν ΜemedΤ
aΚΚaΜentlΤ deΚlΙΤΝ —t aΝ a tΙΚ—cal aΚΚl—cat—Ιn, aΝ a dΜ—nk, tΙ be eaten and tΙ be bΟΜnt. All fΙΟΜ
met–ΙdΝ cΙΟld —n t–eΙΜΤ –aΜneΝΝ ΠaΜ—ΙΟΝ Ιf t–e Κlant来Ν c–em—cal ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ.
It ΝeemΝ cleaΜ t–at ffllfþone —n ΙΟΜ teΣtΝ tendΝ tΙ be ΚΜeΝcΜ—bed fΙΜ a—lmentΝ Ρ–—c– cΙΟld
be aΝcΜ—bed tΙ elΠeΝ, ΝΙ t–e l—n‒Ο—Νt—c cΙnnect—Ιn betΡeen ffllfþone and elΠeΝ mΙΜe ‒eneΜallΤ —Ν
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l—kelΤ tΙ be ΜeleΠant –eΜe, aΝ McGΙΡan –aΝ ΜecentlΤ emΚ–aΝ—Νed (2009: 118). BΟt ΚΜec—ΝelΤ
how —Ν ΟnceΜta—n. WaΝ ffllfþone named becaΟΝe Ιf —tΝ e絳cac—ΙΟΝneΝΝ —n –eal—n‒ a—lmentΝ
attΜ—bΟted tΙ elΠeΝ? OΜ ΡaΝ —t ΟΝed tΙ –eal t–em becaΟΝe Ιf —tΝ name, Ιn a ΚΜ—nc—Κle Ιf cΟΜ—n‒
l—ke Ρ—t– l—ke?OΜ bΙt–? E—t–eΜ ΡaΤ, —t ΝeemΝ l—kelΤ t–at —t –ad c–em—cal ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ Ρ–—c– Ν–ΙΟld
–aΠe been cl—n—callΤ e紿ect—Πe tΙ at leaΝt ΝΙme de‒Μee —n tΜeat—n‒ t–e ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ fΙΜ Ρ–—c– —t ΡaΝ
ΚΜeΝcΜ—bed, Ρ–—le, aΝ Pell –aΝ —mΚl—ed, t–e nam—n‒ maΤ alΝΙ –aΠe fac—l—tated ΚlacebΙ e紿ectΝ
(2011).
6. Discussion: Aldhelm, elves and elleborus
Taken tΙ‒et–eΜ, t–e eΠ—dence d—ΝcΟΝΝed abΙΠe cΙmΚΜ—ΝeΝ a deta—led dΙΝΝ—eΜ Ιn ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–t-
Ν–ade —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn cΟltΟΜe fΜΙm aΜΙΟnd 700 tΙ 900翼mΙΜe deta—led t–an Ρe –aΠe fΙΜ mΙΝt
Κlant nameΝ, Ρ–—c– ΝeΜΠeΝ tΙ emΚ–aΝ—Νe t–e ΟΝefΟlneΝΝ Ιf fΙllΙΡ—n‒ all t–e leadΝ eΝtabl—Ν–ed
bΤ ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ ‒lΙΝΝeΝ Ιn a Ν—n‒le Lat—n lemma. Ald–elm leaΠeΝ ΟΝ —n nΙ dΙΟbt t–at ΡΙΙdΤ
n—‒–tΝ–ade cΙΟld caΟΝe ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ Ρ–—c– –e called dementia cordis and Ρ–—c– Ρe m—‒–t
bΜΙadlΤ teΜm 裸m—nd-alteΜ—n‒来, and t–—Ν —Ν bΜΙadlΤ cΙnΝ—Νtent Ρ—t– mΙdeΜn cl—n—cal ΙbΝeΜΠat—ΙnΝ
cΙnceΜn—n‒ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒. It m—‒–t be t–at Ald–elm ΙbΝeΜΠed t–e e紿ectΝ Ιf
ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade —n cΙnnect—Ιn Ρ—t– acc—dental ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒Ν 翼 mΙΝt l—kelΤ, —f mΙdeΜn caΝeΝ
aΜe anΤt–—n‒ tΙ ‒Ι bΤ, Ιf c–—ldΜen eat—n‒ t–e beΜΜ—eΝ. HΙΡeΠeΜ, fΙΜ t–e Μ—ddle tΙ be mean—n‒fΟl,
Ald–elm mΟΝt –aΠe eΣΚected –—Ν aΟd—ence tΙ ΜecΙ‒n—Νe t–e ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ Ρ–—c– –e deΝcΜ—bed. SΙ
e—t–eΜ acc—dental ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒Ν ΡeΜe ΝΟ絳c—entlΤ cΙmmΙn —n eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn En‒land fΙΜ a
‒eneΜal aΡaΜeneΝΝ Ιf t–e ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ tΙ be ma—nta—ned, ΙΜ knΙΡled‒e Ιf t–e e紿ectΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ
n—‒–tΝ–ade ΡaΝ ΜeaΝΙnablΤ Ρ—deΝΚΜead becaΟΝe t–eΤ –ad ΝΙme Ιt–eΜ cΟltΟΜal —mΚΙΜtance,
ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ Μelated tΙ del—beΜate cΙnΝΟmΚt—Ιn (ΙΜ bΙt–).
It —Ν nΙteΡΙΜt–Τ, —n t–—Ν cΙnnect—Ιn, t–at Ald–elm aΝcΜ—beΝ dementia cordis tΙ –—Ν elleborus,
Ν—nce ΝΙme Ιf t–e med—cal teΣtΝ Ρ–—c– I –aΠe d—ΝcΟΝΝed fΙcΟΝ Ιn cΟΜ—n‒ ΚeΙΚle Ρ—t– a
wedenheort, l—teΜallΤ 裸fΜenΥ—ed m—nd来, aΚΚaΜentlΤ l—nked —n ΙΟΜ tent–-centΟΜΤ manΟΝcΜ—Κt Ρ—t–
demΙn—c ΚΙΝΝeΝΝ—Ιn. NΙ Lat—n ΝΙΟΜce —Ν ΚΜeΝented fΙΜ dementia cordis —n t–e Fontes Anglo-
Saxonici databaΝe, ΝΙ Ιne ΝΟΝΚectΝ t–at Ald–elm来Ν Lat—n Κ–ΜaΝe –eΜe Μe絆ectΝ ΙΜ eΠen allΟdeΝ tΙ
t–e ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ Old En‒l—Ν– teΜm wedenheort. T–—Ν l—nk —Ν cΙnΝΙl—dated bΤ t–e eaΜlΤ ΜendeΜ—n‒
Ιf elleborus aΝ wedeberge, Ρ–—c– a‒a—n l—nkΝ t–e Lat—n Κlant-name Ρ—t– a deΜ—Πat—Πe Ιf t–e
ΡΙΜd wod. Ald–elm maΤ ΙΜ maΤ nΙt –aΠe Νeen t–—Ν ‒lΙΝΝ, bΟt –e ceΜta—nlΤ ΝtΟd—ed —n t–e Νame
Νc–ΙΙl t–at ΚΜΙdΟced —t, at ΜΙΟ‒–lΤ t–e Νame t—me. T–eΝe ΜeΝΙnanceΝ betΡeen Ald–elm来Ν ΚΙem
and ΠeΜnacΟlaΜ teΜm—nΙlΙ‒Τ cΙnΝΙl—date t–e l—kel—–ΙΙd t–at Ald–elm来Ν ΚΙem Μe絆ectΝ tΜad—t—Ιnal
knΙΡled‒e cΙnceΜn—n‒ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade. T–e deta—l maΤ alΝΙ be Ν—‒n—紵cant —n t–at t–e ΡΙΜd
wod and —tΝ deΜ—Πat—ΠeΝ, t–ΙΟ‒– ΟΝΟallΤ atteΝted —n Old En‒l—Ν– tΙ denΙte ΟndeΝ—Μable ΝtateΝ
Ιf m—nd, Νeem tΙ –aΠe –ad a ΚΙΝ—t—Πe d—menΝ—Ιn at ΝΙme ΚΙ—nt —n t–e deΠelΙΚment Ιf An‒lΙ-
SaΣΙn tΜad—t—ΙnΝ: t–e name Ιf t–e ‒ΙdWΙden deΜ—ΠeΝ fΜΙmwod, and —t ΝeemΝ Οnl—kelΤ, a priori,
t–at t–e name Ιf t–e ‒Ιd –eld nΙ ΚΙΝ—t—Πe cΙnnΙtat—ΙnΝ. MΙΜeΙΠeΜ, wod来Ν cΙ‒nateΝ —nclΟde t–e
Lat—n vates 裸ΚΜΙΚ–et来 and Old IΜ—Ν– fáith 裸ΚΙet来 (OED, ΟndeΜ wood, ΝenΝe a.). One ΡΙndeΜΝ,
t–en, Ρ–et–eΜ –aΠ—n‒ a wedenheort (ΙΜ dementia cordis) ΡaΝ —nΠaΜ—ablΤ Π—eΡed aΝ a bad t–—n‒,
aΝ t–e med—cal teΣtΝ —mΚlΤ.
T–e aΝΝΙc—at—Ιn betΡeen ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, dementia cordis, and wedenheortnes alΝΙ
deΝeΜΠeΝ tΙ be cΙnΝ—deΜed —n cΙnjΟnct—Ιn Ρ—t– t–e fact t–at Ρ–at ΝeemΝ tΙ –aΠe been t–e
cΙmmΙn Old En‒l—Ν– ΡΙΜd fΙΜ ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, ffllfþone, cΙnta—nΝ t–e ΡΙΜd ffllf 裸elf来.
T–at madneΝΝ and Ιt–eΜ ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– mental d—ΝΙΜdeΜΝ m—‒–t be aΝcΜ—bed tΙ
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elΠeΝ —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn bel—ef —Ν cleaΜ, aΝ I –aΠe ment—Ιned abΙΠe. Ælfþone m—‒–t, t–en, –aΠe
ΙΜ—‒—nallΤ meant ΝΙmet–—n‒ alΙn‒ t–e l—neΝ Ιf 裸Π—ne Ρ–—c– caΟΝeΝ t–e ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ Ρ–—c– elΠeΝ
caΟΝe来. P—ck—n‒ ΟΚ Ιn t–e dΟal—tΤ Ιf t–e mean—n‒Ν Ιf wod, t–—Ν Μead—n‒ cΙΟld be eΣtended tΙ
—ncΙΜΚΙΜate t–e ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—tΤ t–at t–eΝe e紿ectΝ ΡeΜe nΙt neceΝΝaΜ—lΤ bad: aΝ Ald–elm来Ν fam—l—aΜ—tΤ
Ρ—t– t–e ΝΤmΚtΙmΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒ m—‒–t —mΚlΤ, eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙnΝ m—‒–t
del—beΜatelΤ –aΠe ΟΝed ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade tΙ ΚΜΙdΟce m—nd-alteΜ—n‒ e紿ectΝ. SΟc– a dΟal—tΤ
ΡΙΟld alΝΙ be ΚaΜalleled bΤ t–e cΟltΟΜal cΙnΝtΜΟct—Ιn Ιf nΤmΚ–ΙleΚΝΤ (Νe—ΥΟΜe/ΚΙΝΝeΝΝ—Ιn bΤ
nΤmΚ–Ν) and eΚ—leΚΝΤ (Νe—ΥΟΜe) —n t–e ClaΝΝ—cal Hellen—c ΡΙΜld, and Ιf ΚΙΝΝeΝΝ—Ιn —n ΝΙme
mΙΜe Μecent cΟltΟΜeΝ, —n Ρ–—c– ΚΙΝΝeΝΝ—Ιn can –aΠe bΙt– ΚΙΝ—t—Πe and ne‒at—Πe cΙnnΙtat—ΙnΝ
accΙΜd—n‒ tΙ cΙnteΣt, ΙΜ —ndeed cΙncΟΜΜentlΤ (Temk—n 1971: 3翌27; CΙnnΙΜ 1988: eΝΚec—allΤ
156翌8, 165, 174翌9).
T–e ma—n Old En‒l—Ν– eΠ—dence fΙΜ a ΚΙΝ—t—Πe Ν—de tΙ elΠeΝ来 —n絆Οence —Ν a Ν—n‒le ΡΙΜd,
yl腺g, atteΝted ΙnlΤ —n eleΠent–-centΟΜΤ manΟΝcΜ—ΚtΝ. FΙΟΜ Ιf t–e 紵Πe ΙccΟΜΜenceΝ aΜe teΣtΟallΤ
Μelated ‒lΙΝΝeΝ Ιn t–e ΡΙΜd comitiales 裸eΚ—leΚt—cΝ来 —n C–aΚteΜ 52 Ιf Ald–elm来Ν Prosa de
virginitate, cΙmΚΙΝed ΝΙmet—me befΙΜe Ald–elm来Ν deat– —n 709 (Ol—Κ–ant 1966: 85, C1211;
Ald–elm 2001: II.696翌7); a fΟΜt–eΜ Ιne —Ν added bΤ t–e cΙmΚ—leΜ Ιf t–e HaΜleΤ GlΙΝΝaΜΤ
(MS BΜ—t—Ν– L—bΜaΜΤ, HaΜleΤ 3376 and —tΝ disiecta membra (ΝcatteΜed ΚaΜtΝ) MS LaΡΜence,
Un—ΠeΜΝ—tΤ Ιf KanΝaΝ, Kennet– SΚenceΜ ReΝeaΜc– L—bΜaΜΤ, PΜΤce P2 A: 1 and MS OΣfΙΜd,
BΙdle—an L—bΜaΜΤ, Lat. M—Νc. a. 3., fΙl—Ι 49), Ρ–Ι nΙt ΙnlΤ —nclΟded t–e Ald–elm ‒lΙΝΝ bΟt
alΝΙ t–e entΜΤ Fanaticus .i. minister templi (Fanaticus —.e. t–e ΚΜ—eΝt Ιf a temΚle), abΙΠe Ρ–—c–
–e ΡΜΙte futΟΜa pΜaecinens = yl腺g, 裸Ιne fΙΜetell—n‒ t–—n‒Ν tΙ cΙme, ΙΜ yl腺g来 (Ol—Κ–ant 1966:
178, F151; cΙllated Ρ—t– MS fΙl—Ι 76Μ). DeteΜm—n—n‒ t–e ΚΜΙΠenance and —mΚl—cat—ΙnΝ Ιf t–—Ν
mateΜ—al —Ν tΜ—ckΤ tΙ ΝaΤ t–e leaΝt, bΟt I –aΠe aΜ‒Οed, I t–—nk ΜeaΝΙnablΤ ΝecΟΜelΤ, t–at yl腺g ΡaΝ
a membeΜ Ιf t–e cΙmmΙn Old En‒l—Ν– leΣ—cΙn, cΙ—ned centΟΜ—eΝ befΙΜe —tΝ 紵ΜΝt atteΝtat—Ιn,
mean—n‒ 裸ΝΚeak—n‒ ΚΜΙΚ–et—callΤ (t–ΜΙΟ‒– t–e —n絆Οence Ιf elΠeΝ)来 (Hall 2006: 234翌43). T–—Ν
be—n‒ ΝΙ, t–e ffllf —n ffllfþone m—‒–t ΜefeΜ tΙ an aΝΝΙc—at—Ιn Ιf t–e Κlant nΙt (ΙnlΤ) Ρ—t– —llneΝΝ,
bΟt Ρ—t– caΟΝ—n‒ ΚΜΙΚ–et—c ΝtateΝ Ιf m—nd Ιf t–e ΝΙΜt Ρ–—c– ΡeΜe aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– elΠeΝ.
A keΤ ΛΟeΝt—Ιn, Ιf cΙΟΜΝe, —Ν –ΙΡ ΝΟ—table ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade actΟallΤ —Ν fΙΜ ΚΜΙdΟc—n‒
alteΜed ΝtateΝ Ιf m—nd Ρ–—c– m—‒–t ΚΜΙmΙte 裸ΚΜΙΚ–et—c来 ΝΚeec– ΜeaΝΙnablΤ Μel—ablΤ and ΝafelΤ.
T–e ‒eneΜal ΚΙΝΝ—b—l—tΤ t–at —t m—‒–t be ΝΟ—table —Ν cleaΜ, bΟt ΟnfΙΜtΟnatelΤ Ρe –aΠe nΙ 紵Μm
eΠ—dence e—t–eΜ ΡaΤ. HΙΚefΟllΤ fΟtΟΜe Νc—ent—紵c ΜeΝeaΜc– Ρ—ll elΟc—date t–e ΚΜΙblem. BΟt fΙΜ
nΙΡ t–eΜe aΚΚeaΜΝ tΙ be a ΜeaΝΙnable caΝe t–at Ald–elm来Ν deΝcΜ—Κt—Ιn Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade
ΚΙ—ΝΙn—n‒ ΜelateΝ tΙ an aΝΝΙc—at—Ιn Ιf t–e Κlant Ρ—t– elΠeΝ —n Old En‒l—Ν–, Ιf elΠeΝ Ρ—t–
caΟΝ—n‒ alteΜed ΝtateΝ Ιf m—nd, and ΚeΜ–aΚΝ mΙΜeΙΠeΜ Ρ—t– a cΟΝtΙm —n eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn
ΝΙc—etΤ Ιf del—beΜatelΤ ΟΝ—n‒ t–e Κlant tΙ ac–—eΠe alteΜed mental ΝtateΝ. T–eΜe –aΝ been ΝΙme
ent–ΟΝ—aΝt—c –Οnt—n‒ fΙΜ eΠ—dence Ιf t–e ΟΝe Ιf naΜcΙt—cΝ and —ntΙΣ—cantΝ Ιt–eΜ t–an alcΙ–Ιl —n
eaΜlΤ med—eΠal EΟΜΙΚe (Νee, fΙΜ eΣamΚle, PΜ—ce 2002: 205翌6); t–e eΠ—dence ΚΜeΝented –eΜe,
fΜa‒—le t–ΙΟ‒– —t —Ν, —Ν tΙ mΤ knΙΡled‒e t–e ΝtΜΙn‒eΝt ΝΙ faΜ addΟced fΙΜ t–eΝe —n An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn
cΟltΟΜe.
T–—Ν l—ne Ιf aΜ‒Οment —Ν at ΙddΝ Ρ—t– t–e eΠ—dence Ιf t–e Old En‒l—Ν– med—cal teΣtΝ fΙΜ
a d—ametΜ—callΤ ΙΚΚΙΝed ΟΝe Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade. I –aΠe Ν–ΙΡn –ΙΡ —n t–e Old En‒l—Ν–
med—cal teΣtΝ 翼 ΚΜ—nc—ΚallΤ Leechbook III 翼 ffllfþone —Ν ΝtΜΙn‒lΤ aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– healing
a—lmentΝ ΚΙtent—allΤ caΟΝed bΤ elΠeΝ, —nclΟd—n‒ alteΜed ΝtateΝ Ιf m—nd. MΙΝt ΝtΜ—k—n‒lΤ, Ιne
Ιf t–e cΙnd—t—ΙnΝ fΙΜ Ρ–—c– ffllfþone —Ν ΟΝed —Ν a wedenheort, t–e caΟΝe Ιf Ρ–—c– Ald–elm
aΜ‒ΟablΤ cΙnΝ—deΜed c–aΜacteΜ—Νt—c Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade. One ΜeΝΚΙnΝe tΙ t–—Ν ΚΜΙblem ΡΙΟld
be tΙ aΜ‒Οe fΙΜ c–an‒e ΙΠeΜ t—me: a Κlant Ρ–ΙΝe name ΙΜ—‒—nallΤ meant 裸Π—ne Ρ–—c– caΟΝeΝ
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ΝtateΝ l—ke t–ΙΝe caΟΝed bΤ elΠeΝ来 came tΙ be —nteΜΚΜeted aΝ 裸Π—ne (ΙΜ, Ν—nce —n Old En‒l—Ν–
t–e mean—n‒ Ιf t–e ΡΙΜd became ΙΚaΛΟe, þone) Ρ–—c– actΝ a‒a—nΝt elΠeΝ来. HΙΡeΠeΜ, t–e
ΚaΜadΙΣ cannΙt eaΝ—lΤ be ΜeΝΙlΠed —n teΜmΝ Ιf d—ac–ΜΙn—c ΠaΜ—at—Ιn, becaΟΝe —t —Ν aΚΚaΜent —n
Ald–elm来Ν ΚΙem —tΝelf. Ald–elm deΝcΜ—beΝ elleborus aΝ caΟΝ—n‒ dementia cordis, eΠen t–ΙΟ‒–
–e –ad ΝΟΜelΤ Μead IΝ—dΙΜe来Ν cla—m t–at elleborus cΟΜeΝ —nΝan—tΤ, and ΡaΝ aΜ‒ΟablΤ —n tΙΟc–
Ρ—t– D—ΙΝcΙΜ—deΝ来Ν cla—mΝ t–at helleboros melas cΟΜed —t. It maΤ be, t–en, t–at Ald–elm ΝaΡ —n
ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade a ΚΙΡeΜ bΙt– tΙ caΟΝe and tΙ cΟΜe madneΝΝ, ΚΜeΝΟmablΤ deΚend—n‒ Ιn
t–e c—ΜcΟmΝtanceΝ and ΡaΤ —n Ρ–—c– t–e Κlant ΡaΝ ΟΝed. T–—Ν, —n tΟΜn, —Ν cΙnΝ—Νtent Ρ—t–
t–e knΙΡn ΚΜΙΚeΜt—eΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade. At t–e Νame t—me, ΚaΜadΙΣ—cal att—tΟdeΝ tΙ and
ΟΝeΝ Ιf ΚlantΝ Ν–ΙΟld nΙt ΝΟΜΚΜ—Νe ΟΝ; MeaneΤ nΙteΝ amb—Πalent att—tΟdeΝ tΙ eldeΜ belΙΡ (t–—Ν
ΠΙlΟme, Sect—Ιn 8.1). A cΙmΚaΜable ΚaΜadΙΣ —Ν aΚΚaΜent —n cΟΜΜent BΜ—t—Ν– cΟltΟΜal att—tΟdeΝ
tΙ alcΙ–Ιl: t–e Κ–ΤΝ—ΙlΙ‒—cal and cl—n—callΤ meaΝΟΜable e紿ectΝ Ιf —n‒eΝt—n‒ laΜ‒e ΛΟant—t—eΝ Ιf
alcΙ–Ιl ΚΜΙm—nentlΤ —nclΟde ΝlΙΡeΜ Μeact—Ιn t—meΝ and ΜedΟced cΙ-ΙΜd—nat—Ιn, mΟΝcle cΙntΜΙl,
cΙ‒n—t—Πe ab—l—t—eΝ, Ν–ΙΜt-teΜm memΙΜΤ, and ΚeΜceΚtΟal 紵eld. Yet eΣtΜeme dΜΟnkenneΝΝ —Ν
cΟΜΜentlΤ cΟltΟΜallΤ aΝΝΙc—ated Ρ—t– 翼 and t–eΜefΙΜe tΙ ΝΙme eΣtent ΚΜΙdΟceΝ 翼 t–e —n ΝΙme
ΜeΝΚectΝ ΝtaΜtl—n‒lΤ d—紿eΜent ΙΟtcΙmeΝ Ιf d—Ν—n–—b—t—Ιn, ΝeΣΟal ΚΜΙm—ΝcΟ—tΤ, and eΠen Π—Ιlence
(FΙΣ 2008).
We Ν–ΙΟld, t–en, enΠ—Νa‒e ΝΤnc–ΜΙn—c ΠaΜ—at—Ιn —n t–e ΟΝeΝ Ιf ΡΙΙdΤ n—‒–tΝ–ade, and
ΚΙΝΝ—blΤ —n t–e —nteΜΚΜetat—Ιn Ιf —tΝ name, ΚΜΙbablΤ t–ΜΙΟ‒–ΙΟt t–e ΚeΜ—Ιd cΙΠeΜed bΤ ΙΟΜ
teΣtΝ. W–et–eΜ t–—Ν ΠaΜ—at—Ιn —ndeed Μe絆ected t–e d—紿eΜent cl—n—cal e紿ectΝ Ρ–—c– cΙΟld be
deΜ—Πed fΜΙm t–e Κlant —n d—紿eΜent cΙnd—t—ΙnΝ 翼 d—紿eΜent ΚaΜtΝ Ιf t–e Κlant, d—紿eΜent Νta‒eΝ
Ιf ‒ΜΙΡt–, d—紿eΜent cΙmb—nat—ΙnΝ Ρ—t– Ιt–eΜ ΚlantΝ, and ΝΙ fΙΜt–翼 ΙΜ Μat–eΜ d—紿eΜent cΟltΟΜal
Ν—‒n—紵canceΝ —n d—紿eΜent cΙnteΣtΝ —Ν ΚΜΙbablΤ —mΚΙΝΝ—ble tΙ jΟd‒e. BΟt t–e eΠ—dence ceΜta—nlΤ
ΚΜΙΠ—deΝ ΝtΜ—k—n‒ neΡ —nΝ—‒–tΝ —ntΙ t–e ΟΝeΝ (and abΟΝeΝ) and Ρ—deΜ cΟltΟΜal aΝΝΙc—at—ΙnΝ Ρ–—c–
ΚlantΝ m—‒–t –aΠe —n eaΜlΤ An‒lΙ-SaΣΙn En‒land.
Appendix A
CNo. Source Short Title & Reference Spelling
1 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: EΜfΟΜt EΜfGl (P–e—feΜ) 388 poedibergae
2 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CΙΜΚΟΝ 2 CΙΜΚGl 2 (HeΝΝelΝ) 5.120 woedeberge
3 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CΙΜΚΟΝ 2 CΙΜΚGl 2 (HeΝΝelΝ) 8.86 woidiberge
4 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CleΙΚatΜa 1 ClGl 1 (StΜΤkeΜ) 2019 wedeberge
5 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CleΙΚatΜa 1 ClGl 1 (StΜΤkeΜ) 2237 wedeberge
6 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: DΟΜ–am DΟΜGl (L—nd–e—m) 148 vedeberige
7 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: LaΟd CΙllGl 26 (StΜacke) 777 yediberge
8 HeΜbaΜ—Οm Lc– I (HeΜb) 140.0 wedeberge




1 2, 3, 4, ?5, 6, 7, ?8 GlΙΝΝ Ιn elleborus
AΚΚend—Σ A2: Related c—tat—ΙnΝ
Source Date Location
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: EΜfΟΜt c. 675 × 700 CanteΜbΟΜΤ
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CΙΜΚΟΝ 2 Ν. Π———/—Σ CanteΜbΟΜΤ
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CleΙΚatΜa 1 930Ν CanteΜbΟΜΤ
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: DΟΜ–am Ν. Σ—— DΟΜ–am
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: LaΟd MS Ν. Σ—— CanteΜbΟΜΤ
HeΜbaΜ—Οm ?c. 900 (MSS lateΜ) ΟnknΙΡn
AΚΚend—Σ A3: DateΝ and lΙcat—ΙnΝ
Appendix B
CNo. Source Short Title & Reference Spelling
1 GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CleΙΚatΜa 1 ClGl 1 (StΜΤkeΜ) 2237 ceasterfflsc
2 Leec–bΙΙk III Lc– II (3) 30.1.1 ceasterfflsces
3 LacnΟn‒a Med 3 (GΜattan-S—n‒eΜ) 73.1 ceasterfflsc
4 LacnΟn‒a Med 3 (GΜattan-S—n‒eΜ) 74.1 ceasteraxsan
5 LacnΟn‒a Med 3 (GΜattan-S—n‒eΜ) 77.1 ceasterfflsc
6 LacnΟn‒a Med 3 (GΜattan-S—n‒eΜ) 143.1 ceasterfflsc
AΚΚend—Σ B1: Ceasterfflsc catalΙ‒Οe
CNo. Related Context
2 4 GlΙΝΝ Ιn elleborus
AΚΚend—Σ B2: Related c—tat—ΙnΝ
Source Date Location
GlΙΝΝaΜΤ: CleΙΚatΜa 1 930Ν CanteΜbΟΜΤ
Leec–bΙΙk III MS c.950 ?W—nc–eΝteΜ
LacnΟn‒a MS c.1000 × 1010 Ab—n‒dΙn
AΚΚend—Σ B3: DateΝ and lΙcat—ΙnΝ
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Appendix C
CNo. Source Short Title & Reference Spelling
1 Bald: Leec–bΙΙk Lc– II (1) 39.5.4 ceasterwyrte
AΚΚend—Σ C1: Ceasterwyrt catalΙ‒Οe
Source Date Location
Bald: Leec–bΙΙk MΙΝtlΤ cΙmΚ—led c.900 ?W—nc–eΝteΜ
AΚΚend—Σ C3: DateΝ and lΙcat—ΙnΝ
Appendix D
CNo. Source Short Title & Reference Spelling
1 Bald: Leec–bΙΙk Lc– II (1) 32.4.7 ffllfþone
2 Leec–bΙΙk III Lc– II (3) 26.1.3 ffllfþone
3 Bald: Leec–bΙΙk Lc– II (2) 53.1.1 ffllfþonan
4 Leec–bΙΙk III Lc– II (3) 47.1.5 ffllfþone
5 Leec–bΙΙk III Lc– II (3) 68.1.1 ffllfþone
6 C–aΜm 19 [Leec–bΙΙk III] C–aΜm 19 (StΙΜmΝ) 1 ffllfþonan
7 C–aΜm 19 [Leec–bΙΙk III] C–aΜm 19 (StΙΜmΝ) 36 ffllfþonan
8 C–aΜm 19 [Leec–bΙΙk III] C–aΜm 19 (StΙΜmΝ) 40 ffllfþonan
9 C–aΜm 19 [Leec–bΙΙk III] C–aΜm 19 (StΙΜmΝ) 41 ffllfþonan
10 C–aΜm 21 [Leec–bΙΙk III] C–aΜm 21 (StΙΜmΝ) 1 ffllfþone
AΚΚend—Σ D1: Ælfþone catalΙ‒Οe
CNo. Related Context
1 ?2 In‒Μed—ent —n a bat– wiþ þam miclan lice
3 ?5, ??10 DΜ—nkΝ a‒a—nΝt d—abΙl—cal ΚΙΝΝeΝΝ—Ιn
AΚΚend—Σ D2: Related c—tat—ΙnΝ
Source Date Location
Bald: Leec–bΙΙk MΙΝtlΤ cΙmΚ—led c.900 ?W—nc–eΝteΜ
Leec–bΙΙk III MS c.950 ?W—nc–eΝteΜ
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